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Hello… and welcome...
Wow !! Issue 24 already and we are bringing you yet another
bumper issue of carp tales, hints, tips and stories.
We hope you are enjoying reading these as much as we are
enjoying making them for you.
In this month we bring you our regular writers and one or
two more ‘newbies’, our forces section continues to grow,
the catch reports are now coming in thick and fast, and
we also have a brand new ‘beginners guide’ where Joshua
George explains watercraft for those new to the fishing
world.
All in all it makes for yet another carp packed magazine
that is still completely free of charge to read. How perfect is
that…
Remember though... we never wish to stop and need your
help in continuing to grow so keep those articles, catch
reports, questions for the experts coming in.
We had a fantastic response to our Facebook competition,
and the name drawn at random was Allan Sweeney... so if
you can get in touch with us at HQ we will get your prize
organised.
Watch out for our next giveaway on the Facebook page this
month….
Please feel free to get in touch anytime with us by email

Team Talking Carp
Email brian.dixon@talkingcarp.co.uk
Email buggy@talkingcarp.co.uk
Email talkingcarpinfo@gmail.com
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Hooked On Baits social weekend
By Scott Geezer Grant
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Scott Grant

be netted a few days
Earlier last year Danny before our 3-night
one of the owners of
session and both
HOB contacted me
Barry and Ben were
regarding a social
in attendance, which
for later in the year.
will give us a good
I am always up for
insight into what gets
helping my sponsors
removed, and also
as throughout the year what gets netted.
they are constantly
I arrived at the lake
helping me.
early doors on the
The social was
Thursday morning and
arranged for the
everyone was there
end of November/
apart from Dan Taylor
beginning of December who got caught up in
not the best time of
traffic.
year I must admit
but with everyone’s
The weather conditions
busy schedules it
were appalling, it was
seemed the only dates freezing cold only 4
available.
degrees with sleet
forecast.
It was arranged to fish
down at Cottington
When Dan arrived
Lakes as 2 of the other we, all went for a walk
consultants Barry
around the lake we
and Ben O’Connor
were going to fish
are residents there
Pepper. As we started
and winter is usually
walking round the sleet
productive, and the
started to fall combined
stock is mind blowing. with the strong North
With 1 x 50, 16 x
Easterly winds we
40s, 35-40 x 30s and
were all wrapped
countless 20s it was a up like mummies
no brainer.
and it looked like a
The lake was due to
teletubbies convention.

From there we went
down to the local café
for a hearty breakfast
and to do the draw.
The pegs Dan and
Martin had hired out
were from 9-16 with
the bailiffs being swim
17.
As we waited for our
breakfasts to arrive
Barry started the
draw, out first came
golden balls himself
HOB owner Dan, he
chose swim 11 which
surprised everyone as
he had been banging
on going in swim 9!!
Dan Taylor was next
out he chose swim 9,
then the camera man
Craig he chose swim
10, Then Shaun Mayo
(The Prawn) he chose
14, then HOB partner
Martin he chose 12
which only left Ben and
myself.
As it turned out Ben
came out next and
chose 16 which left me

Hooked on baits social
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which were clay, it
even stuck to the lead.
A great area to start
with and see how it
goes, if I see fish show
elsewhere I’ll move
them.

As it was freezing
cold and the water
temperature was the
same, I baited lightly
with 2 pouchfuls of
10mm Nut Job boilies,
with 15 a swim I
swim, by the time I had
and a light scattering
wanted so I wasn’t
everything set up and
of The Blitz as always
disappointed in any
ready to cast out it was
both the lead and
way.
14:00 hrs.
hookbait was dipped in
the matching winter dip
Once back at the lake I waited until Barry
something I have used
everyone started to
returned from having a
for years.
get their gear to their
much-needed shower
chosen swim, I on the before casting out as it
With the rods cast
other hand helped both only seemed fair.
out to their desired
Barry and Ben move
Rig wise I kept things
areas and the freebies
their gear from swim
simple and went with
dispatched it was time
9 and 11 which they
the Ronnie rig on both
to get the kettle on for
had been fishing a few rods and bait wise
a much-needed coffee.
days previous.
was going to be the
awesome Nut Job
Before long the
By the time I had
wafters, combined with
day was drawing
helped both of them
the Blitz.
in and come
it was around 12:00
16:00hrsdarkness
o’clock. Ben and Barry With just a bare lead
started to fall and as
then both helped me
I found a couple of
the weather was total
get my gear to my
areas in 8ft of water
rubbish, I stayed in ,my
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with the heating on.
It was around 18:00
hrs Owner Martin
text me asking what
I wanted from the
Chinese as he was
buying it for everyone,
what a nice gesture.
I ordered a portion of
ribs and a portion of
Mongolian lamb with
pancakes which went
down a treat.
That evening I didn’t
hear anything crash
fish wise the only thing
I heard was the Prawn
spombing!!!
I was keeping the
baiting to a minimum
he was creating

Scott Grant
another island!!

intervals.

Come morning and
without anyone
banking a fish it
wasn’t looking good
but staying positive is
the best thing to do
especially in the cold
winter months.

A few of the lads went
down to the café but
myself, Prawn, Barry
and Ben stayed put.
Maximising the rods
hours hoping one of us
would get a bite.

As the day wore on
The window of
and with the sun
opportunity normally
making an appearance
opens but not for long the lake had a bit of life
and when it does we
in it, a few fish started
need to capitalise on it. to show mostly in front
The weather forecast
of Ben.
for Friday was still
cold but going up to 6
This was a great sign
degrees, and the wind and if my monies on
was still a strong North anyone to bank a fish
Easterly but with sunny its Ben. An awesome
angler and along
with his Dad are the
England number 1
pairing.
Not bad for someone
with a full-time job, but
he’s got dedication in
abundance.
With eight of us fishing
differently to each
other, some baiting

Hooked on baits social
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Ben, Barry and myself
retreated to our bivvies
and we spent the rest
of the evening there as
the rain just didn’t let
up until the early hours.

heavy, some baiting
light, some using bright
pop ups, some using
bland pop ups/wafters,
plus we were all using
different mixes from the
HOB stable, the fish
were definitely getting
something different in
each swim.
Come sunset the
temperature dropped
somewhat and with
rain now forecast the
temperature should
start to get a bit
warmer.

Night temperature
was a miserable 4
degrees but going up
to 7 degrees come
Saturday morning and
the wind dropping off.
That evening we were
all treated to fish and
chips and as we sat
eating our dinner the
rain started coming
down.
Just a drizzle is fine
but then the heavens
opened up and within
minutes I was soaked.

Saturday morning
arrived and still a fish
hadn’t been banked,
I heard a few fish
crash in the night just
to my right which was
where Ben was fishing
The kettle went on I
checked the time as
it was still dark, and it
was 06:30, with sunrise
just around the corner
now is an excellent
time to see any fish
showing.
As I sat and watched
the water a lovely
common crashed as
luck would have it, it
was right in front of
ben, I saw another 2
fish again in front of
Ben.
As the sun came up
and the lake became
brighter ben had a
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take, I was straight
round there Barry was
on hand with the net
and after a few minutes
he slid the net under a
lovely plump common,
maybe the one I saw
crash earlier.

Scott Grant

photos along with
video footage then the
fish was treated and
returned.

Ben had caught the
fish on two grains
of gloopy maize
something very
On the scales she went different but got him a
26lb and Ben was so
bite.
pleased, he’s managed
it yet again. Craig
Later that day owners
came around and
Dan and Martin had
took some cracking
to leave as did Dan

Taylor but myself,
Prawn, Craig and
the O’Connors were
staying another night.
After seeing Ben catch
we were all hoping
more would follow.
We all seemed a lot
more confident and
with the pressure
being at 1020 down
from 1030 which it was
when we arrived things
were looking up.

Hooked on baits social
We all decided to go
to the café and rest
the swims as the fish
seemed to be feeding
and with no lines in the
swim this would surely
help.
It was nice to get
away for a couple
of hours and in the
process, have a
banging breakfast, I
opted for the Adelaide
special, thoroughly
recommended if you
ever pay Cottington
lakes a visit.
Once back at the lake

we were all raring
to go, I changed my
hookbaits opting for a
bright 10mm pop up
on one rod in fluoro
orange in an old school
flavour me and Micky
are toying with and the
other was fished with
a couple of grains of
gloopy maize, as Ben
had caught his fish on
this and I would be silly
not to follow suit.
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would move towards
me.
Ben kept to the same
areas for obvious
reasons and after
seeing another fish
show surely it wasn’t
going to be long before
it gave up another
resident.

Craig came around
and sat down with
each of us to do some
The rods were cast to video footage, my slot
different areas, to my
didn’t take long as the
right, more on my swim Blitz is my favourite
boundary and in the
and I’ve used this
gully hoping the fish
product since last year.
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The day was certainly
a lot warmer and with
the rain and wind
finally gone it was just
nice to be able to sit
outside the bivvy and
have a social.
Winter fishing is
definitely hard going
with the daylight hours
only being some 8
½ hrs and the nights
seem so long and
there is only so much
time I can spend in
a bivvy before I start
cracking up.
We had a what’s
app group and when
boredom kicks in the
abuse started, I was
laughing so much I had
tears rolling down my
face.
The banter was second
to none, but all light
hearted as not to upset
anyone.
Highlight of the day
was Craig sending
his drone up, my god
the kit he had was
awesome, and the
height his drone can
reach is ridiculous.

Scott Grant

Hooked on baits social
The prawn was loving
the drone filming him
spombing and the
footage Craig captured
was amazing.
Things have certainly
moved forward in the
world of technology
and a drone seems to
be the way forward.
With all the filming
completed it was down
to business and try
and bank one of the
elusive lumps that are
swimming out in front
of me.
Before long the night
started drawing in and
it was headtorches at
the ready. The lads
were watching the
football and I was
making some more
notes and managed to
take a few photos of
the full moon.
Dinner was a
homemade curry made
by my other half and I
must say she knocked
it out the ball park
again.You can’t beat
homemade dinners on

the bank in winter.
The night temperature
was 6 degrees which
was better then
previous nights and
with the fish still active
I was more then
confident I would get a
take.
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I fell asleep just after
2300hrs and woke up
to motionless alarms
again around 07:00
o’clock!!!
I put a message on
the what’s app group
asking if anyone had
caught, hoping to get
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After a few cups of
coffee, it was time for
the dreaded task of
packing up, something
I hate doing.

around 12:00 o’clock
and wasn’t looking
forward to the 1hr
20minute journey
home.

With the car all packed
I said my goodbyes
and left the lake

I had a great time and
would like to thank
both HOB bosses

Danny and Martin for
everything.
Also, to the rest of the
consultants all good
lads and a pleasure to
fish with, and lastly to
camera man Craig a
top fella.

Hooked on baits social

If you want to use particles with a
difference visit the website www.
hookedonbaits.co.uk You won’t be
disappointed.
I would like to thank the following
companies for their products of
which I use in my fishing.
Www.galaxybaits.co.uk
Www.sharptackle.co.uk
Www.kudostackle.co.uk
Www.hookedonbaits.co.uk
Www.ridgemokney.co.uk
Also Essex Leads which you can
find on Facebook.
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If you’re out on the bank stay safe,
keep warm and remember its only
fishing.
All the best

Geezer
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#PARTICLEPERFECTION

SEE OUR FULL RANGE AT

HOOKEDONBAITS.COM
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Trying to Get Back to
Normality
by Adi Blantford
(aka Top Penguin)
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After the festive period
of eating, drinking and
watching my waistline
expand like someone
blowing a balloon up,
normality resumed on
the 8th January when
I started back to work
which means time on
the bank again. This
week was cut short
due to me having a
hospital appointment
on the Wednesday
morning, so with work
planned, the session
would be back at the
Linear complex and
back onto St. Johns
again.

Adi Blantford
Sunday and with not
much happening on
the lake I joined him
and slotted into peg 11.
This is on the ‘Social
Bank’ and commands a
fair chunk of the central
bowl. This area has
very good winter form
as it is the deepest part
of the lake and tends
to produce on both
Bottom and Zig tactics.

As I arrived with my
barrow of Carpiness, I
noted that Rob had a
‘glum’ look and after I
had finished breathing
out of my backside and
wondering why I had
This session I was
eaten so much over
accompanied by
the past few weeks, I
my good mate Rob
managed to ask him
Burgess. For those that “why the sad face…?”.
don’t know Rob, he is
He then informed me
a catching machine,
that nothing had been
having won the Pairs
out of St. Johns for a
UK Carp Champs
fair few days and it was
in 2015, making
looking a little dismal if
numerous other finals
not bleak…!
and an angler I’ve
learnt so much from in My initial reaction was
the past year.
to kick him square in
the nuts for not relaying
Rob had arrived on the this information ‘before’

I barrowed my gear ¾
of the way round the
lake, but I controlled
myself saying we
would “do a night” then
see where we were in
the morning.
Knowing a little of
the topography of the
lake, I knew there
was a 2nd gravel bar
in front of me at 15
½ wraps towards the
Information Board on
the opposite side of
the lake. I clipped up
using the Elite Tackle
Distance Sticks, and
put the rig out….
How I didn’t fracture
the rod I do not know
because the drop felt
how I imagine it would
feel to run into a brick
wall…!
Two rods were placed
tight on the area
with my favoured
Helicopter Rig set
up and 6 spombs of
Hemp, Sweetcorn and
crushed Cell Boilie
and all that had been
glugged in condensed

Trying to get back to normality
milk too. The third rod
was set out around 20
wraps to the central
bowl on a 9ft Zig with
red foam. All my ‘zig
foam’ is left soaking
in Mainline-Baits zig
liquid to give the foam
that sweetness and
smell that Carp seem
to love.

something happened
during the night we
would likely be packing
up early and would be
heading home after
work and not back to
the lake….
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As Rob and myself
emerged from our
bivies with daylight
upon us, we just
looked at each other
and nodded and
started to break camp
and make the barrow
….I was awoken at
journey back to the
around 03:20 to a
vans. We both went
flashing 3rd LED on
to work knowing that
the NTXR Receiver
night would probably
That night, Rob and
which indicated a ‘drop be a waste of time and
I did a live feed on
back’ and this was
that we wouldn’t be
my YouTube Channel
the Zig rod. This was
back at the lake.
and via my Facebook
enough to have me
Page. CLICK BELOW scrambling out of the
With the Hospital visit
bag and on the third
sorted my intention
https://www.youtube.
attempt, I managed
was to head to
com/channel/
to get my feet in my
Willow Park Fishery
UCwwlN9u-OtSm_
crocs…and headed out in Aldershot on the
QmGVTtMj3A
the Bivvy…...!
Wednesday as I was
working down in the
The Live Feed passed I saw the Bobbin
Southampton area.
around an hour and we on the deck and
had some good banter immediately I lifted
This Fishery is very
and Rob answering
into the Rod…Nothing, safe for my equipment
various questions
absolutely nothing,
whilst I’m away during
which fellow Carp
what, how, why...??!!!
the day and one that I
Anglers were asking.
Not even the Botox in
really enjoy. However,
After another brew
my forehead could stop a few problems with
and a discussion
the frown and once I
another parent at my
about the fishing, Rob wound in, the rod was son’s school put my trip
went back to his peg
forcefully put in to the
on the back burner and
and we retired for the
reeds to the left of my
I was able to stay at
night knowing unless
peg…!
home for the remainder
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of the week.
The following week
I was due to hand
over a job in Norwich
on the Tuesday and
some further installs
planned for the area
and ‘Catch 22’ was the
venue I looked at for
the bankside hotel this
week. This is a venue I
have fished only once
before and managed
to fluke out a mid-30
Common and low 20
Mirror in a 72 hour
session.

Adi Blantford
Having handed over
the project I headed
to the Fishery and
after speaking to the
Bailiff and the owner, I
decided to have a walk
round to see if I could
spot anything poking
its head above the
rippled water that had
a stiff South Westerly
blowing across it.
Having spent over an
hour walking round the
lake, and not being
able to speak to any
fellow anglers on there

as there wasn’t a rod in
the water, I just wasn’t
feeling it there at all.
I think we all get that
gut feeling from time
to time, no matter how
good our watercraft is.
With the decision
made, I decided with
the big gale force
South Westerly due in
on Wednesday and the
milder temps, I would
chance my arm for a
50lb fish, so headed
to Bluebell Lakes in
Oundle.

Trying to get back to normality
This fishery really
needs no introduction
but just in case people
are new to Carp
Fishing or have just
been in isolation for the
last 10 years, the place
is steeped in history
with huge jet-black
Commons. The most
famous of which was
the incredible ‘Benson’
from Kingfisher Lake
to the awesome
‘Creature’ from Swan
Lake, both of which
have passed on some
time ago, but the lake
is still holding a vast
number of 50lb fish in
Swan and staggering
amount of 40’s in
Kingfisher.
After driving for about
two hours, I arrived
to find the complex
devoid of anglers and
I was about to find out
why the hard way…!!
Now I’m not one to
scrimp on things and
I very rarely get taken
aback by something
but when I asked for
a 48 hour ticket, I was

greeted with the voice
in front of me asking
for £70.00...! I think I
nearly spat my veneers
out…. After inputting
my pin number in the
debit card machine, I
walked out wondering
why I didn’t look at the
prices on-line before
heading there…?
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The spod mix
comprised of crushed
Fyber Boilie, a new
test boilie from
Mainline-Baits, Hemp,
Sweetcorn and a
couple of tins of
Condensed Milk, which
is my favourite glug
for both boilies and
spod mix. Two 11mm
Tutti-Frutti, ‘Proper
The time was now
Job’ Pop-Ups on my
approaching 15:30 so
doubled over stiff
with a very quick walk hinged rig, which I will
round I decided to set
be doing a YouTube
up on the right-hand
Video for shortly, were
side of Swan Lake
cast on to the chosen
giving me access to
area. For the third rod
the deepest water.
I decided on a 9ft Zig
The spod rod was then with Black Foam due to
unpacked and the spod the milder weather and
quickly changed over
the possibility of the
to a 3.5oz lead with the Carp being high up in
aid of the loop system the deeper water.
I use, and after 20 odd
casts, I found a lovely
The night past with
area at 13 ¾ wraps.
nothing moving apart
The spot was a small
from the trees in the
gravel area around
50 mile an hour gusts
6ft by 6ft in some soft
and these continued
stuff, which I assumed until I left early on the
was silt, so felt right to Wednesday morning.
put a little spod mix on With work being local
this and two rods.
and also very short,
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to pack down and by
11:00, I was on the
road home having
still to open my 2018
campaign. However, I
am confident that this
will happen soon and
am trying not to feel
too despondent, as
most lakes throughout
the country are fishing
hard and Swan Lake
is hard at the best of
times.
February will see me at
due to the slow
at one time. I enjoy
builders, I was back at doing the live feeds, as home most of the time
due to where I will be
the lake again come
I said in my intro last
working so it will give
14:00. After telling the month, and please do
me the opportunity to
wife I would be home
feel free to click the
show you some rigs
on Thursday due to
link to Subscribe to
I use, especially the
the site being behind, I the channel and join
Super Stiff Hinged Rig
cast the two rods back the community every
to the same spot with
Wednesday where you which is just awesome
no more bait added
can ask questions and and something the fish
find very hard to deal
and after changing the get more detail about
with. It’s not a new rig,
Zig from nine to seven the sessions I write
feet and swapping the about in Talking Carp. but I add a little tweak
on the ones already
Black Foam to a piece I will also be showing
of Red, I cast that back the rigs I use and doing out there.
into the bowl.
‘Rig Articles’ & Tactics Remember: The Tug Is
The Drug
The YouTube Live
in here too.
Feed I do every
Thursday morning
Cheers
Wednesday went down came and yet again
Adi ‘Top Penguin’
a storm this week and there was no action
Blantford
peaked at the biggest
on any of the rods. At
attendance of 90 views around 10:00 I started

A N E A S Y WAY O F W R A P P I N G
U P F R O M T H E C O M F O RT
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O F Y O U R B I V V Y / B R O L LY

RRP £139

WINTER SALE PRICE

£89

A NEW GENERATION FOR CLIPPING UP YOUR DISTANCE
• Simple to operate with on-screen instructions
• LCD screen lights up for night ﬁshing
• Operates from the comfort of your chair/brolly/bivvy
• Right or left hand operated
• Can recall up to three individual rod memories
• Auto power oﬀ, if not in use
• Easier and quicker than using distance sticks
• Screw-oﬀ handle can be stored in supplied protective case
• Unique opening spool to take your end tackle

NO MORE WRAPPING IN THE RAIN OR DARK

*patent pending

The One That Got
Away.
By Alby Smith
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Alby Smith

I’m going to start
with my most recent
session first, as if I
don’t get this off my
chest then I’m going
to cry AGAIN!! It went
a little something like
this....
Two days before my
forty-eight-hour session
with Chelsey on the
carp society lake
Horseshoe, I managed
to take a trip across
to Lechlade. Arriving
at the gates I said to
Chelsey “I like the look
of this”. We had only
been here once before
which was for the carp

society show, and
although it was a great
day out with lots to do
and see, I felt like now
we were really seeing
the lake with all the
cuts and bruises with
it being mid January.
The weather wasn’t
great for a look around
either, but we kept
looking and looking
and decided that the
channel or somewhere
along winter bay side
would be a good start.
After getting home
I immediately got
cracking and the prep
had begun getting bait,
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rigs and gear sorted
when I noticed that
the line on one of my
spools was a little low. I
grabbed the drill and 3
cotton buds and begun
to strip the line. After
reeling on 320yards
of korda touchdown I
sat down and thought
to myself, I don’t wish
to reel that amount
of line on for a while,
little did I know that the
weekend had a huge
surprise in-store for
me.
1 day to go.... and I’m
starting to really get a
buzz and can’t wait
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get out, the bait was a
simple one the ‘SICK
MIX’ which consisted
of Pallatrax jungle
and small particles.
The rigs I tied ready
was the stiff hinge rig,
using the Gripz hook
and some esp stiff.
Making them around
an inch in height to
combat the blanket
weed at horseshoe
and to make sure my
Pallatrax jungle pop
up would be presented
every time.
Finally, fishing day!
A cold windy morning
around 5 degrees
which did not feel like
a nice day to be going
fishing, yet with the
car packed the night
before all that was to
be done was to get
out the door, drop
Nala (our dog) off to
her granny’s and hit
the road. After a short
twenty minute drive
we finally reached
horseshoe where we
were greeted by a
guy called Miles, after
getting the formalities

Alby Smith
out of the way, I was
BUZZING. Then I
realised that the car
park was empty... I
did wonder if this was
a bad sign of things
to come? Me and
Chelsey hopped back
in the car and took a
drive round, heading
down the trout bank
first. Not long after
coming around the first
bank Chelsey spotted

a carp jump right
out! I then clocked a
second, after quickly
checking the map
that Miles gave me
I could see the peg
where they had shown.
The ‘Spring Swim ‘
we checked it out on
foot then decided to
check down the bank
a little further, so we
proceeded to 57,56,55’
yet didn’t see any more

The one that got away
shows. Knowing the
fish were in the area
and the wind was due
to change the next day,
we popped round to
‘Summer Point’ where
the most shelter for the
fish was. One step in
to Summer point and
immediately a swirl
down to our left just
off the bank! With our
second step another
fish swirled then shot

about fifteen yards
towards ‘Spring Swim’
then swirled again!
This was enough
indication for me that
the fish were in fact in
summer bay and not in
the deeper water that
lays in winter bay.
First thing was first, to
check the spots I had
my eye on, to do this
I grabbed the marker
rod loaded with korda
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sub line and a 3oz
Stonze weight. Casting
out around 60 yards
towards spring point,
with a slow pull back
I quickly discovered a
silty patch with a slight
covering of blanket
weed. The area was
only around 4yards
square, I also noticed
that the centre was
around a 1ft deeper,
so this was where I
was going to present
my right-hand rod.
Next the left-hand spot
had to be discovered,
I decided to cast just
short of where I had
seen the last swirl.
After the initial cast
I discovered a hardclear spot around 40
yards looking up to
the tree line to pick
my marker, the spots
were sorted! I wasted
no time in getting camp
set up, the bivvy and
the bed chairs were
first. Bed-chair buddy
went up next allowing
me to set the rods and
rigs ready for the first
cast.
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I had chosen to use
the stiff hinge rig on
my right-hand rod
as there was a little
blanket weed, I popped
on a jungle squab
pop up from Pallatrax,
nicked on a tiny pva
mesh bag of crumbed
jungle, then topped it
with a pva nugget, the
last step was a jungle
soaked 3oz swivel
Stonze.
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straight out the tub,
this was presented on
a simple hair rig with a
size 6 Gripz hook tied
up with Pallatrax 15lb
Braid in Green.

Before I put the rods
out I wanted to get a
small carpet of bait
out over the 60-yard
spot. To do this I got
my spod rod clipped
up at the right distance
then grabbed my
I chose to do
bucket containing the
something completely ‘Sick Mix’. As soon as
different on my leftI lifted the lid the smell
hand rod, although
of jungle and particle
still using the Pallatrax hit me like a fully
range of bait I had, I
loaded truck, it was so
mixed up some carp
intense the carp must
crunch method mix
have smelt it!! I loaded
then added some dried up the spomb and
gammarus shrimp
chucked it out, with
and dried blood worm
3 sploshes all on the
for added attraction.
money, I was certain
I then took a 2oz
that would be just
inline Stonze, which
enough for a bite. After
had been soaking
putting my baited rod
in jungle liquid for
out over the carpet of
quite some time and
bait my attention then
wrapped the method
flipped over to the leftmix around the Stonze. hand rod, all that was
My hook bait choice
to do with this was cast
was a rehydrated snail out and spray some

jungle squabs over the
top via catapult. Now
all that was to be done
was get the kettle on
and have a little sort
out in the tent!
A few hours had
already passed, and
it was getting on for
around 7pm, so with
a quick recast of the
left rod and some
more method wrapped
around the Stonze,
everything was set
for the night ahead.
The time had quickly
reached 11pm and our
film had just finished,
the wind had really
started to pick up and
the temperature had
plummeted to almost
0 degrees. I popped
outside to do a last
check before bed, with
a tug on each bobbin
I could see and hear
that both alarm and
receiver were working
just as they should.
After a quick phone call
with my pal Scott I hit
the sack and got some
rest. I awoke around

The one that got away

three thirty am with a
chill to my back and for
the next 20 mins I was
tossing and turning
before deciding to
put the kettle on for a
brew and some cheeky
heat. The next ten
mins or so were full of
sounds from slurping
to shivering yet as I
thought “is my alarm
ever going to go off” it
did with a single beep!!
I sat to attention,
waited and waited and
waited, yet never did
I hear anything else
from my alarm. Shortly

after I managed to
warm up and get back
to sleep.
I woke up just before
8am, first job was to
check what was what
with the rods, as I
unzipped the tent I
caught a glance of my
bright green bobbin. It
looked a lot lower than
I had set it although
at this point I didn’t
have my glasses on,
so I reached for my
boots and quickly got
to my rods.... “NOOO”
I called. “Chelsey I’ve
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been done.... I...I...I...
can see my spool knot”
I whimpered. I was
in complete shock!! I
didn’t know what to do,
I just looked back at
Chelsey and sobbed “I
cant believe this.... I’ve
never had this happen
in over 10 years of
fishing”. I picked up my
rod and started to reel,
in desperate hope that
by some miracle the
carp was still hooked,
after reeling in almost
100yards, it soon
became apparent that
there was no Mr carp
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for me. I had to sit
down and take this in,
so I set the rod back
onto the buzz bars and
went back to the tent
slowly dragging my
heels.
I sat down and tried
calling most of my
friends yet none of
them answered, I then
rang my new-found
friend Brian or ‘Boss’
also a team member
of Pallatrax. He must
have said hello at
least twice before
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I started to unravel
why I had called him!
Explaining what had
happened there was
quite a long pause
before Brian began
to respond, yet no
words came from Mr
Dixon only laughter......
which did lighten my
mood enough to finish
reeling in the reaming
220yards of line!
As the last 10yards
came before me I
could see a huge lump
of weed, I started to

peel away at the weed
to find my 3oz Stonze
weight and stiff hinge
rig completely intact
and still smelling of
pure natural goodness
even after 12 plus
hours. Wanting to know
why this had happened
with out any indication,
I set the rod as I did
the night before. I
must have pulled 20 or
so yards through my
delkim before it even
made a sound, which
even then was
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very quiet and only a single beep.
I couldn’t believe that something
so expensive yet well made had
failed me, its truly the one thing I
completely rely on whilst asleep at
fishing! It took me quite some time
before I even began to think about
resetting the rods, after an hour or
more I pulled myself together and
begun to set the rods with fresh
bait and rigs and the all important
Stonze. After putting a few spombs
back out over the 60 yard spot, it
started to rain so I sat back, banged
the kettle on and tried to forget
about being spooled. After shutting
the door to the tent to keep the
cold and rain out... the beeping
started, every couple of seconds a
few beeps would ring through my
ears like sweet music! I unzipped
the door, peered out and what
did I see?? NOT
1 COOT... BUT 3!
That was me done.
Around 5 minutes
later whilst debating
whether to reset, the
swans popped in to
have a look and with
that both rods were
finished.
Cold wet and
defeated we decided
to end the session
there and then, I
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knew I couldn’t take another cold
night after everything. After packing
away and finally reaching the car
soaking wet, tired and hungry me
and Chelsey made the decision to
grab a takeaway on the way back,
we chose curry. After getting back
home and sorted it was time to eat
and reflect on the session with a
bottle of white stuff.
Tight Lines and Wet Nets

Alby Smith
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A WEEKEND AWAY
by Gary ‘Milky’ Lowe
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Once Christmas and
the new year was
out the way i couldn’t
wait to get the rods
back out ,i wanted
to get back on the
syndicate as i new
the big common loves
to come out in the
cold weather but the
weather had different
ideas it went really cold
-5 at night and just
above during the day
so in my head i new i
never had a chance on
the syndicate so were
else could i go i new of
a day-ticket water that
fished well during the
cold months, so thats
were i would go for two
nights the following
week, the lake was
about 15 acres in size
with two big islands
in the middle with a
big bar that runs inbetween the two ,the
depths run from 4ft
down to 15ft at its
deepest ,there is also
a very good head of
fish in there witch love
the bait even in winter
it seamed the more
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you put in the more
you catch even on the
coldest of days.

a few cars already in
there so i chance of a
good swim i set of for
a walk around the lake
That weekend was
the first angler i came
spent sorting the gear to he was playing a
out and bait ,it had
fish so i stoped and
wormed up a little over watched him net it and
the last few days so
it looked like a good
i was going to take
mid double after a few
more bait just incase
snaps for him and he
they were on the feed i slipped it back and a
was going to take 10kg had a chat with him for
of pigeon conditioner
a few minutes and it
and 4 tubs of mainline turned out that that fish
particle mix ,i would
was his 6th of the night
take a few kilo of 15
so it looked like there
mm cell but might not
was a few fish held up
use it as these fish
in the middle
seam to like small bits
and bobs, well the
I carried on arrange
Monday came round
the lake and now i was
and i was up bright and in the swim that was
early for the long trip
directly opposite the
well 160 mile till i get
angler that had the
there , once the car
fish ,this swim was
was loaded and i had
in between the two
made a brew i was of
main islands and the
i wanted to get there
angler was casting
before it got light ,the
onto the main bar that
traffic was good to me runs between both of
on the day and i was
them, the bar was wide
there a good half hour enough that we could
before it got light, i
both fish on it but still
parked the car in the
be a good 60 yards
car park there was only from each other,
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i sat there as the sun
come up sitting on the
edge of the swim and
i counted 8 fish jump
on the bar in front of
me so that was it i
was going to set up
in this swim ,i rushed
back to get my gear
i loaded the barrow
and rushed back to
the swim incase some
one turned up, the first
thing i was going to
do was try and get a
quick bite , i had two
solid bags made up so
i tied them on to my
rods and cast them
both out on to the bar
and placed them on

the floor while i sorted
out my buzzers , i just
put the second rod
on the buzzer wen
the line pulled out my
hands and i was in the
rod had only been out
for less than 5 mins
this was a good start
because i had hooked
this fish in shallow
water there was only
really one way it could
go and thats away
from my so it tore line
of my reel at a rate of
not, so after slowing
the fish down i finally
had it under control but
because it had gone
along the bar the line
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had picked up some
dead weed and that
had gone over the
carps head witch made
it a bit easier to get in
so after a few minutes i
had it under the rod tip
the only problem now
was that it was deep
margins so it took a
further few minutes to
finally land it i looked
into the net and it
looked like a good
scaley twentie pound
mirror.
Well after sorting the
mat a camera gear out
i slipped it back then
tied another solid bag
up and cast it back out
on to the bar this time i
managed to get the rod
on the buzzer and the
bobbins on ,then it was
time to get the house
set up as the weather
didn’t look to good so
the house was up and
sorted and just in time
as it started to chuck it
down so i fired up the
kettle for a cuppa till it
stoped then i could find
some proper spots
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and get some bait
out there, while i was
drinking my brew i
was watching a few
fish crashing out just
a-bit further than were
my baits are about
130 yards out , the
rain finally stopped
so i could now sort
out my spots and get
some bait out there
, my pigeon mix was
prepared at home so
all i had to do was add
some sweet corn ,
some crumbed boilie
and some mainline
spod mix to finish it of,
as i was mixing this the
right had rod gave a
few bleeps as i looked
at the rod the bobbinhad lifted to the top of
the rod but that was it
i looked at the line and
i could see it lifting out
the water the fish was
kitting right so i picked
the rod up and lent in
to the fish it soon woke
up and tore across the
bar again picking up
some dead weed on
its way witch slowed it
down and i managed to
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get it close in and thats
were the weed fell of
its head and it went
mental close in going
from left to right and
using the depths in the
margins to help it ,after
a few minutes of the
fish going backwards
and forth i slipped it in
the net.it was another
scaley 20lber, a few
pictures and i slipped
her back ,
I left that rod in and
reeled the other in,
because i was going

to sort my spots out
and bait up, i got the
marker rod out and
started to cast around
on the bar were the
fish had showed and
i found a nice clear
patch around 15ft wide
with dead weed ether
side so i thought that
would do so i clipped
the marker rod up and
used the range sticks
so i could get the spod
the same distance i
also clipped the rods
up at the same
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Distance ,once this
was all done I started
to spod the mixture
out there I wasn’t
going to put the hole
lot in to begin with I
thought because of the
amount of fish I had
seen out there and the
amount that is in the
lake, I would put half in
then if a big shoal did
come across my area
it would keep them
there, but first i would
tie up two new solid
bags and cast them
out on the spot once I
had done this and set
the bobbins I began
to start spodding well
after what felt like
forever I had put out
what I wanted and
cleaned everything and
sat back down for a
brew and something to
eat as I was starving,
I really enjoyed my
ham and mushroom
toastie done on the
ridgemonkey ,whilst
I was eating and
drinking I was watching
the area I had baited
for any signs of fish a

few had showed were
the bloke on the other
side had he’s baits
but he hadn’t had any
more since I saw the
one that morning a few
more ppl had turned
up on the lake so that
activity should keep
the fish moving around.
I had decided to tie up
a few more solid bags
ready for when I get
any action I was using
small pellets in the bag
and the bags were
only mouth-full size so
not to big I had done
about 8 solid bags and
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I thought that would
be enough when the
bailiff came round we
chatted for about half
an hour and I learnt
that most of the fish
have been coming out
in the afternoon when
the sun was on the
water and it warmed
up a little this filled me
with confidence as the
sun had just started
to come out as I was
fishing in quite shallow
water so it would be
the warmest place so
I couldn’t wait for the
action to start, well
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the afternoon came
and went and the
buzzers stayed silent
a few fish had showed
but i think the bulk of
the fish had done the
off well it soon got
dark and the gates
were looked so no
one else can get in
during darkness and
i still had not had a
bleep well i thought i
had messed it up with
the bait when while i
was cooking my lovely
curry that my wife had
made the left had rod
went into meltdown i
dropped everything
and i was into a hard
fighting fish that was
in no hurry to come in
i managed to turn my
cooker of while i was
playing the fish so not
to burn my food, well
this fish didn’t wont to
come in it fault like a
demon and i managed
to get it near the net
and in the torch light
i could see it wasn’t a
massive fish properly a
low double at best but
in the net it went and i
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was right it was a small
one so i unhooked it
and let it go but that
was another fish to
the tally and just as i
was attaching a new
bag to that rod the
other one was away
this was a different
fight it was slow and
steady and kept low in
the water witch made
me think this was a
good fish they go to
mid thirty in here so
one of those would be
nice in the winter well
after a good old tussle
i managed to get the
fish in the edge and
keep it away from the
other lines and then
when it popped up in

the torch light it came
up side first and i could
see that i had foul
hooked it and i was
right it was a really
good fish it had 4 big
scales on its side and
looked nice a black in
its winter colours well i
landed it and unhooked
it and let it swim of
gutted that i had foul
hooked a good 30 and
it was so close to my
hook bait and i didn’t
hook it in the mouth , o
well not a lot i could do
about it ,two new bags
tied up and cast back
on to the spots ,at-least
i new that the fish were
on the spot.
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Kettle fired up as i
needed a nice hot brew
to warm my hands up
as it had turned quite
chilli but no were near
as cold as last week
as i drunk my tea i
was wondering if i had
done the right thing in
coming here and not
the syndicate it was
nice to actually catch
a few fish but the big
common was always
on my mind ,i had still
had two nights to go so
if the fish still carried
on feeding i was in for
a good session, well it
was getting quite late
so i decided to hit the
sack i was soon asleep
and you guest it i slept
like a log with not a
single bleep i woke up
to a single bleep just
as it was getting light
but thats all it was a
bleep well i could see
the hot breath in the
cold air so it wasn’t
warm ,i fired up the
kettle for a nice brew
that should warm me
up well as i sat there
watching the water

3 more ppl turned
up opposite me and
started to cast out on
to the bar now they
were casting no were
near me so that was
good .the good thing
about them being there
it would force the fish
my side hopefully as
my traps were already
set, the sun was just
coming up over the
trees opposite me
and the right hand rod
signalled 3 bleeps then
tour of i was up and on
it after a few seconds
it fell of and as i was
reeling that rod in and
not happy that it had
fell of the other rod
burst into life this fight
was like the one last
night that i had foul
hooked i was hoping
that it wasn’t the case
and after a few minutes
it surfaced and thank
good it wasn’t it was
hooked in the mouth
and it looked a good
fish a good mid twenty
a few more gulps of
air and she was mine
it was another fish
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that had a few scales
on the side and in its
winter colours ,on the
scales it went 25lb 6
oz i was well chuffed
with that and a few self
takes she was slipped
back to her home.well
just as slipped that fish
back the bailiff came
through the trees into
my swim he asked
how i was getting on
we chatted about what
i had caught and then
i told him about the
one i had foul hooked
and when i told him it
had 4 big scales on
its side ,he looked at
me and said that was
the biggest in the lake
he said the last time it
was out it went 36lb i
was gutted be ha ho, i
made him a brew and
we spoke about the
fish that was in there
and how many had
been out then he went
on his way.
After he had gone i
attached a new solid
bag and cast it back on
the spot and redone
the other rod now i
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was thinking that i
might put another few
spods over the top of
each other it might
just kick start them
into feeding ,well as i
was doing this a angler
turned up in my swim
and asked were i was
fishing to as he was
going in the next swim
to me ,i thought what
the hell the who lake
and he wants to go in
the next swim to me
,but thats what you
have to put up with
on a day ticket lake ,it
turns out that the lads
on the other side had
told him i was having
a few and to get over
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near me witch you cant
blame him for at the
end of the day your
there to catch fish, well
he turned out to be a
nice bloke and we had
a good chat about the
lake and things ,well
just as he was going
next door one of my
rods melted of and i
was into another fish
well at first it toor of
then it charged towards
me so i had to reel in
fast to catch up when
i did it was only a few
yards from the bank
well the angler how
had turned up who’s
name was Andy netted
it first time and we both

looked down and the
fish looked around the
scrapper twenty mark
so with everything still
ready from the last
fish i had a few snaps
and slipped her back, i
attached another solid
bag and cast it back on
the spot and sat down
Andy had gone back to
set it he had decided
to miss one swim then
set up that with give us
both more room to play
fish with out catching
each others lines witch
i thought was a good
idea.
well the morning had
started of well and
i thought the action
would continue
but how wrong
was i as the
afternoon went
on i had no
further action on
the rods but the
fish seamed to
be on the other
side of the bar
and were not
coming my way ,
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i think i was just
knicking the odd fish
when they moved my
side then went back
the other side of the
bar , well the sun
started to go down and
it looked like some of
the fish have move
nearer to my side witch
i was pleased about
as it would be nice to
have a few more fish
before i go home ,well
into the dark i could
here the fish crashing
out on-top of the bar
but i couldn’t actually
see were so i wasn’t
sure if they were on
my side or not i could
just hope they were
near me, well as the
evening went on i
started to get a few
liners witch made me
think i they could be on
me or i could be to far
and they have come
close in, well i didn’t
have to wait long to
find out the left had rod
was away and i was
into another carp it was
the same old fight like
most of the others shot

of and picked up dead
weed witch in the end
slowed the fish down
and made it easy to get
in after a few minutes
i had the fish in the
net after a quick look
it was another mid
double ,this is good
fishing for the winter
i didn’t take a picture
i just slipped it back
re attached another
solid bag clipped it up
to the right distance
using the range sticks
then cast it back on the
spot ,i took a walk up
the bank to see Andy
just to see how he was
getting on he hadn’t
had a bleep all evening
so i helped him a bit
with his rigs got him to
change them to small
pop ups in solid bags
clipped him up at the
same distance and he
cast them back out and
told him to come and
get me if he needs a
hand in the night and
walked of back to my
swim ,once i was back
i made myself a brew
and put on the chilli
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that the wife had made
me she def knows how
to look after me lol .
Well after my belly was
full and i had drunk my
tea i decided to climb
into the sack and warm
myself up and listen
to the radio for a while
well i must a drifted
of because the next
thing i new a buzzer
was screaming at me
so a quick scramble
to the rods and i was
attached to another
hard fighting fish that
was going mad this
fish didn’t pick up and
weed on the way in so
it was going mad in the
deep margins going up
and down and using
the depth of the lake
to its full advantage
well after a few gulps
of air it was finally in
the net ,no wonder it
was going mad it was a
torpedo looking double
so a quick look and it
was slipped back ,good
job i had pre tied the
solid bags as i was
getting through them
and it makes it a lot
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easer in the night .i
attached a new one
and cast it back out
on the spot and got
back into the bag as
it was bloody freezing
the temperature must
have really dropped
during the night ,well
i soon drifted of and
i woke up just as it
was getting light the
water was flat calm
and i could see a few
fish crashing out down
to my left witch could
have been over Andy
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i had a walk down to
him to see him playing
a fish in so i grabbed
the net ready to net
for him but about 10
yards out the hook
pulled i was gutted for
him but he said ha ho
these things happen
but it turned out he had
two fish in the night
both small double but
didn’t want to wake me
up i was well chuffed
for him while we was
having a cuppa one
of my rods screamed

of so a quick jog back
to my swim to see the
left had rod was is melt
down i picked the rod
up and the fish had
kitted to the left and
again after a while it
picked up weed so
it was just a case of
pumping the fish back
and once it was in the
deeper water in front
of me Andy turned up
and first time netted it
for me it looked like a
20 to me so we had a
quick picture and
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slipped her back ,i
clipped the rod up and
attached another bag
and cast it back on
the spot i didn’t have
long left at the lake
as i had to be of the
lake by 10 so i had a
couple of hours to see
if i could catch another
one during that time i
thought i would brake
down all my gear and
just leave the rods
out ,well the sun was
out so if i didn’t catch
anything else the sun
would dry my mats and
net so i didn’t have to

put wet stuff in my car
, well it wasn’t to be as
i didn’t get any more
action on both rods so
at 9.30 i reeled both
rods in and made my
way back to the car
on the way back i was
thinking if i could have
done anything better
to get more bites ,well
i suppose i could have
put less bait in-at first
but ill never no ,it was
a brilliant session for
this time of year so i
cant complain ,once
the car was loaded it
was the long trek home
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,on the way home i
started to think about
the next session i was
going on and i cant
wait its a old estate
lake set in the welsh
hills thats just been
stocky with 70plus viv
shears fish plus there
is a few originals in
there but ill tel you
more about the place
next month until then
get out on the bank
and catch a few
milky
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Etang 5… My
Cut... by John
Stembridge

Etang 5 My Cut
I will not pretend to
be the best writer
out there but not the
worst either. what I
write comes from my
experiences and from
the heart, trying to give
you all the feeling of
being there with me
and enjoying my buzz.
As the title suggest,
this is about an
amazing lake that me
and my partner Emma
were very privileged to
fish called Etang 5. Set
in Ponpoint, northern
France. The lake is
just over 100acres
with only 8 swims that
reside its banks. You
can image, each angler
or pair of anglers
(as most swims fit 2
very comfortably) has
approx 10acres of their
own water. WOW!!
Where do you start??
On arrival to the lake,
I was greeted by the
bailiff Craig Humphrey
who was at the gate.
He kindly pointed us
in the direction of his
hut and shower block
where a few more of

the carp couture team
where waiting (as we
were all on a social
visit). Some had been
before and others
including ourselves
found it was our first
visit.
Stepping out the van,
we said our hellos and
decided to have a little
look at the lake whilst
waiting for the others
to arrive. A short walk
along the bank saw us
into a cut through to
the water’s edge. 6ft
reeds lay either side
to the narrow opening
and right in-front of us
stood a huge volume of
water as far as the eye
could see. To say I was
blown away was an
understatement. This
place was amazing,
and the residents that
lurk in its depts made it
all more exciting. There
were carp that lived in
here that have grown
on to around 94lb. A
fish called the dinosaur
being the biggest
with plenty of others
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ranging from 20lb right
up to mid-80’s.
Well, time seem to
stand still awaiting
the arrival of the
others and getting
the draw underway.
Sure enough time did
eventually pass and
the draw was done.
After carefully deciding
on swim choice, we
were lucky to come out
second and managed
to get my second
choice of swim which
was peg 8.
Now, peg 8
commanded a lovely
piece of water indeed,
comprising of a 3
to 4acre bay which
was just around the
corner to my right. As
you followed the bay
around back to the
other side of it stood
a point, which yet
again lead to more of
an incline in the bank
rather that another
bay. Another 100yards
from that was the white
marker showing my
boundary. Straight
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Straight in-front stood
a vast forest of dense
Canadian pondweed
that in places, stood
right up to the water’s
surface in depts Of
around 9ft. Beyond that
lie 300 plus yards of
open water to where
an old road way lay
on the lakes bed and
seemed to be where
a lot of anglers would
normally fish too.
Now, I never go in
with a preconceived
Idea, nor do I go in
the #going swim! I
normally let the fish tell
me where I need to be.
In this case it was all
down to the draw and
managed to get my
2nd choice. Reason
for choosing this was
the lovely quiet bay
and the vast amounts
of weed that I thought
would definitely
harbour lots of natural
food and carp alike,
plus with the amount
of boat traffic to the
middle would I’m sure
push them it these
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areas.

to make sure the spots
were ok to place a bait.
Lunch time passed and The first day to me was
finally we were stood
all about doing your
in the swim, looking
homework. Getting all
out of large expanse
the commotion and
of water we had at our noise out of the way
hands. With so many
and being confident on
sexy looking posts,
what we had found, so
it was hard to know
that was the plan.
where to start lol. So,
armed with a rod, lead The right hand rod
and a deeper fishwas placed around
finder we proceeded
the corner just into the
to go out in the boat
entrance of the bay. I
looking for spots.
only placed 1 in there
Feeling around with
as I thought too many
the lead and an old rig lines would certainly
attached we checked
cut the fish off from
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entering it.
Both the middle and
left hand were placed
either side of the weed
bed to my right on
lovely polished sandy
spots, which seem to
glow a lighter green as
you looked over the
boat with the polaroid’s
on.
Now for the other 3
rods (as there was 2 of
us we were allowed 6
rods). This may seem a
lot and a lot of lines in
the water but bearing
in mind the amount of
water infront of us
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and the swim being big
enough to fit 8 cars,
the 6 we had seemed
lost in the swim, so all
good.
One set of rods was on
the right hand side and
the other set were on
the left, separated by a
large tree bang in the
middle of the swim. 2
out of the 3 rods on the
left were boated right
out onto the roadway
or gully over a couple
of kilo of bait which lie
approx 320yards out.
A long way indeed and
trying to get a good line
lay was impossible.
Looking over the
areas with the fishfinder saw pinnacles of
weed covered gravel
which stood 8ft high in
places in 16ft of water.
An amazing loona
landscape to say the
least.
Only good side was,
all but most fish were
played from the boat,
so you could get
directly above them
and wouldn’t cause to
much of a bother. Due
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to the shear distances,
we were using 10oz
coated pendant leads
on lead clips. Any side
winds on the water of
this size would surely
drag anything lighter
across the bottom,
thus making it devoid
of getting picked up
due to being tangled
or snarled up in the
bottom weed.
The last rod to go
out went in between
another huge weed
bed which stood
approx 130yards from
my bank...

All other rods were
placed with only
a handful of free
offerings over each
to start. I didn’t want
to put all my eggs in
1 basket and wanted
to see what worked
better, so fishing for a
bite at a time on the
other rods seem to be
the sensible choice.
The first day pasted
very quickly indeed
and after having a bite
to eat and putting up
the house for the week,
we both couldn’t wait

Etang 5 My Cut
to get our heads down,
hopefully feeling fully
recovered the following
morning from the long
journey.
As dawn approached
the following morning,
2 beeps gave out on
the bay rod, followed
by a meltdown 1 toner.
Rod in hand, I jumped
straight into the boat
followed by emma, who
rowed us out over the
weed and around the
corner, whilst I played
out the heavy weight,
which was attached the
other end. No sooner
as I was directly over
the top of the fish it
was solid. Placing the
rod down with a loose
clutch, I proceeded
to play it out by hand.
Plumes of bubbles
came from the heavy
weed which slowly
was coming up sub
surface. Once on the
top, I carefully started
to part the ball of weed
clump by clump, still
feeling the fish kick as
I did. The last parts
were separated to see

the eye and mouth of
a sizable carp laying
there. No sooner as it
saw me, it had other
ideas and crashed its
way back down into the
depts... Grabbing the
rod as it did, I managed
to keep control of it
this time and was soon
landed into the waiting
net. A quick row back
to basecamp and I
secured the fish within
the retainer whilst
camera equipment was
sorted. On the wheel of
fortune, the dial went
round to 42lb. Happy
days and a great start
to the trip. The fish in
here cracking. most of
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which look dark, due to
the makeup of the gin
clear water.
The rest of that day
past without any more
action. Rods were redone late afternoon
awaiting the falling
sun, as the sky seem
to merged into red
and orange and then
purple, before finally
covering us with a
blanket darkness,
which soon saw us
kicking back with
dinner and watching
the stillness, with the
occasional loud splash
at range from large
carp that seem to wake
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from there slumber.
laying up in the soaring
temperatures of the
day.
The night had past and
soon the early morning
heat from the sun
seem to kiss my face
through the mesh of
the storm sides of the
bivvy. With the kettle
on, I sat watching the
water, wishing one of
the rods to roar off.
Unfortunately, it didn’t
but what I had noticed
through the binoculars,
was the odd fish fizzing
in between the weed
beds and very close to
the hook baits. “They
were either doing me
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or something wasn’t
quite right with the bait
or the rigs” I thought.
Bite times seem to
fizzle out by 8.30am
due to the rising
temperatures that were
set to reach nearly
40degree by lunchtime
and seem to stay this
way the rest of the
week.
By now, we had a
little routine going. All
rods were wound in by
10.30am at the latest.
In this heat, I didn’t
fancy my chances off
the bottom and zig
fishing would be too
risky with all the weed.

So back to the drawing
board I went. After
investigating the spots
from the boat more
carefully, it seemed to
be clearer that there
were spots within the
spots. What I mean
buy this was, I would
feel around with the
lead and yeah, the
spot had a nice donk
but every now and
then you would get
that special CRACK!!
The type of spot that
had been polished to
a shine. They were the
ones that really lit my
fire.
Feeling more confident
than ever, the rods
were re-done that
afternoon and this time
the boilie on the hair
was replaced with a
single balanced tiger,
to which it was passed
through a small mesh
bag comprising of
crumbed boilie and 2
tigers in it. 4 of the rods
were done this way in
and around the weed
beds that I had seen
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had seen the activity
that morning. The
other 2 were still out at
distance over bait.
Well, as they say,
“effort equals rewards”
and that night and
early morning done just
that. We had managed
4 bites with fish from
23lb 29lb 35lb Up to a
50lb cat. The pieces
of the jigsaw were
starting to coming
together at last.
On Thursday morning,
at around 7.30am, one
of the weed rods was
away. This fish seemed
very heavy and slow,
chugging deep and
doing its best to free
itself in and around the
underwater forest of
heavy Canadian pond
weed. It had buried
me deep several
times and yet I still
managed to break it
from its sanctuary. The
battle was immense
and Eventually I had
in my sights, just 5ft
or so under the boat.
You could clearly
see this was a much

better fish and very
thick set, kicking its
powerful tail, trying to
avoid the waiting net
which lay above it.
The sun shone along
its flanks as it came
closer to the surface.
It seems as if the fish
was growing bigger the
closer it came toward
me. Inch by inch I
regained the line onto
the reel and Eventually
I managed to slip the
net under it, gasping
for its breath as I did.
With the help of a
skilfully manoeuvred
boat by emma we
Carefully took it back
to shore and done all
the usual procedures
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and hoisted the sling
up onto the scales. The
dial went round bang
on 50lb.” I’ll take that
any day of the week”
I thought to myself. A
lovely fish indeed and
well in proportion to its
body. These truly are
special fish in here.
That day pasted
without no more action
and soon saw us
into the early hours
of Friday morning, to
which the same rod
was away again at
around 2.30am. Yet
again the battle was
awesome, especially
under the moonlight on
a flat calm lake at
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around 130yards. To
say it was surreal,
pretty much summed
up the feeling the both
of us had. The sky was
empty of clouds and
littered with thousands
of stars along with
the bright glow of the
moon, reflecting itself
across the sheet of
glass that was the lake.
We sat there for a few
seconds taking it all
in, before returning to
the bank and weighing
the fish. This one
went 45lb. Yet again a
lovely thick set fighting
machine, with colours
that looked like they
had been done from
an artist brush. A few
quick snaps and I sent
her on her way.
The week had seemed
to pass very quickly
and the end of the trip
was looming forever
near. For me, it takes a
few days to settle into
the session and see
through observation,
what the fish are doing
and what they want.
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Just when you start
to get things right,
unfortunately it’s time
to go.

go down and take
in the ambiance of
the rising moon and
stars. Occasionally,
we would hear the odd
The last night was
lump, chucking itself
upon us and rods
clear from the water,
were placed by boat
crashing down and
one more time. The
parting the water like
tactics were the same the red sea. Even at
as before. I didn’t want distance, the waves
to fall in the same trap from the fish would
as a lot of people do.
reach the bank!! Very
“BIG FISH FRIDAY”
big fish indeed. As we
last chance saloon etc. sat there, we both said
“nope, not me” keep
“it would be great to
it real. If it isn’t broke,
go out on a high with a
then don’t fix it.
fish each”, or even one
of the true leviathans
That night, we made
that reside in here.
an extra effort to sit
and watch the sun
We finished our teas
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and decided to call it a
night, having absorbed
the electric atmosphere
that was that evening.
It was around the
break of dawn when
the left hand rod to
the left side of the
weed bed was away,
clutch screaming as
it did. Quickly in the
boat we went, slowly
making our way to
the commotion when
something didn’t seem
right? It’s was then
through the light of the
head torch that I notice
the lines had crossed!
A little knit one pearl
one and we were back
on track luckily. As
we proceeded closer
to fish on the other
end (which had now
weeded me good
and proper) I thought
I heard one of the
other rods give out a
few beeps? Oh dear
lol!! We listened for
a few more seconds
and it had seemed to
stop. Not taking any
chances, no time was
wasted in netting the

fish that had weeded
me out in the lake.
A quick row back to
shore and retained
her whilst I got things
sorted. At that point
emma shouted out the
right hand rods was
ticking off slowly but
steady.
So,
back
in the
boat we
went.
I done
the
honours
this time
and she
played
it out
from the
boat.
Every
fish in
here
fights
to the
death,
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smashing you into the
heavy weed time and
time again. Having
18lb fox exocet line
straight through was
the one. Not once did
we lose any fish. The
amount of pressure
you could put on the
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the fish in the weed
was very impressive.
Bringing up vast
amounts of the stuff as
the fish came up to the
surface.
By now the sun had
start to show its face
beyond the trees on
the far bank and both
fish sat in the retainers
awaiting their mug
shots to be done.
Quick cup of tea to
wake us up after the
mad half hour we
both just had and it
was time to sort our
prizes out. Emma’s
weighed in at 35lb and
mine at 31lb. What a
lovely way to make up
and pack up for that
matter. Slowly we deconstructed the house
and cooking station
etc. wishing we could
stay a little longer lol.
The rods were always
the last things to pack
down. Forever hoping
for that last chance.
Well, I kid you not.
On retrieving the third
rod out of the six, via
boat, we had to cross
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over the weed beds to
the left were the line
lay across it, dropping
down the other side
to where the rig was
placed the previous
night. As we started to
get closer, it was if the
rig had been moved
as the line started
to cut back on itself,
going directly under
the weed. It was locked
tight, so rod down I
started the handballing
process all over again.
Inch by inch I regained
the line, breaking the
strands of weed from
its rooting as Emma
wound up the slack for
me. This felt heavy!
Eventually the mass
of weed lay on the
surface, floating like an
island. As I proceeded
to part it all to find
the rig, it was at
that point I could
see a shimmer of
an orange flank
that shone through
the emerald green
that lay before me.
It was a fish, and
another goodun.

Not once had I thought
there was anything
attached until that
point. Once the fish
had seen us, all hell
broke loose, soaking
us for our troubles as it
nosed dived back into
the depts. A ten-minute
battle commenced
followed shortly after
by us slipping it into
the spreader block of
the waiting net. As I
rolled it over on its side
to check the fish, yet
again this looked 40lb.
Happy days indeed.
What a way to finish
our time at Etang 5.
This one went exactly
42lb on the dial.
Until next time,

John
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Some Things Shape The
Way We Fish!!
By Brett McPhee

Some things shape the way we fish
Well fishing this month
for me has been slow,
weather has not been
great and due to
family commitments
and the recovery from
Christmas I have had
very little bank time,
what bank time I have
had I happily blanked.
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‘Secret squirrel’ Gifford. the name was a true
representation of the
He had managed to
product as by god did it
catch consistently all
stink!
week and had a tally
of around 18 fish if
It’s a spray attractant
I remember rightly
that can coat pretty
on the last morning
much anything in your
when I stumbled on
fishing armoury, boilies,
something which would pellets, leads and
change my fishing
leaders there is nothing
I therefore thought
from that day forward. it won’t add a flavour to
it might be a good
I had eaten breakfast
it is also PVA friendly
opportunity to tell you
reeled in and walked
so you can spray bags
more about something round for a chat, as
etc.
you will have no doubt I approached Scott
I managed to persuade
read or seen in my
a smell hit my nose
him to give me the
articles Stinkystuff
like nothing I had ever details and the seed
sprays.
smelt before, strong,
was sown. Back in UK
meaty and an absolute I found the product
Back in 2015 we were Stink to it.
on the website and
in southern France
purchased a can of
fishing a beautiful lake Scott come from down each flavour.
that has been very
the side of his bivvy
Once they arrived I
good to me in the past with his rig in his hand couldn’t wait to get out
with my French PB of
and as I said what
a try them and was
61.10 residing in its
the hells that smell he soon putting them to
depths!!
looked at me like a
good use catching a
deer in headlights, he
few fish, happy and
The week was very
had been rumbled!!!
content I went about
tough with artic
my business until a
temps at night and an
It turns out before
chance meeting with
explosion of weed that we headed out to
Paul Nico on Bradshaw
seemed to put the fish France he had been
hall fishery’s. Paul had
off completely, that
using a product called seen me using the
was all except for Scott Stinkystuff original,
product and asked
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what I thought about
it. I retold the story of
France and a sneaky
Scott and how he had
managed to keep it
from us all week.
Turns out Paul knew
one of the owners and
had a load of cans in
his van, after plying
him with a brew the
inevitable question
came up, you got any
spare cans you don’t
want, nothing like a bit
of cheek hey!
Anyway Paul was a
diamond geezer and
sure enough a fair few
cans where dished
my way. Again back
out fishing the week
later happy with my
new-found supply of
the Stinkystuff I was
catching well again.
Later on that week
the phone rang and
Paul explained that
Mark his mate and part
owner was looking for
some lads to come
on board to help
promote the brand
and products to the
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masses, somewhere
in his wisdom Paul
had suggested me and
Mark liked what he had
seen from my social
media posts.
Bearing in mind in
angling things like
this don’t come along
very often and me
being rather sceptical
I agreed with Paul it
sounded like a good
idea and he could pass
on my number to Mark.
Early the next morning
the phone rang and
sure enough Mark was
on the other end, it

would seem that Paul
was not filling my head
and Mark had truly
liked what he seen
and thought it could be
beneficial for us both to
have me on board the
team!!
I explained to Mark that
I had a young family
and a full time job and
that I could only get
out when I could, he
explained that I was
under no pressure
to supply anything to
them just simply if
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I caught using the
product would I give
them a mention and
also post on their
Facebook page, in
return he would send
me out some free
product.
It seemed like a win
win for me I was
already posting
pictures and such on
social media and a
simple tag or mention
seemed fair for some
free gear.

The products where
defiantly helping me
catch when others
were struggling and
I put this down to the
attraction of the sprays
with no added food for
the fish to divulge on.
Mark was happy with
what I was doing and
then asked about
me trying some new
products and getting to
trail them and feedback
as to how I get on with
them.

I was a little unsure at
True to his word a
first as my fishing time
day later the postman
is limited and the last
stood with a package
thing I wanted to do
in his hands and
was spend time using
uttered the words ‘No
products that had the
idea what this is but my potential not to work or
god its stunk out my
be any good. Nothing
bag’
ventured nothing
gained I suppose and
I knew exactly what is I agreed to start using
was!!
some sample sprays
and give my feedback.
Over the next 3 to
4 months I took it
Well as I write this I
everywhere I went and have sampled around
caught some nice fish 30 different products
even catching my first for the company with
snow carp!!
3 being brought to the
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public and one set to
release in Feb 2018.
Sampling is harder
than people think and
you actually have
to think about what
you’re doing, I tend
to fish venues with
higher stocks of fish so
that I have an actual
chance of catching
should I put myself in a
good position and use
watercraft.
I then stick a rod out on
an established product
and one in the same
area with the new
sample, if I catch on
the established I will
change it to the sample
to see if I catch again,
this will give me an
idea if it’s the product
or the spot.
I keep doing this until
I confident that the
sample is working, I
will then tend to use
just this sample for the
next couple of trips
and try and build up a
catch rate, this builds
confidence in the
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product.
If I don’t catch on the
sample over a couple
of sessions I will feed
this back to Mark and
he will normally send
me another sample
with a different make
up, I am not a bait
boffin and don’t for one
minute want to be, my
stance is if it works
I will use it and the
changes in the makeup are down to those
that are in the know.
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out I restart the whole
process again, so like
I said not as easy as
you think and definitely
time consuming,
however now and
again you get to reap
the rewards as you get
one that’s right and the
fish just keep coming!!
It’s also a great feeling
to know you have been
part of something that
then goes on to help
many others catch.

I am eternally grateful
If a new sample comes to Mark and the team

at Stinkystuff and have
always maintained
that should the case
change where I no
longer get the products
for free then I would
defiantly still purchase
them as I believe they
make a difference, but
for now I am enjoying
the freebies!!
If you have never given
them a go or even
heard of them now is
the ideal time of year
to try them, with temps
still low the added
attraction maybe
enough to spur a carp
into biting.

He has also
been kind
enough to
supply a
discount code
so you can
get 20% off for
Talking Carp
readers.

Some things shape the way we fish
At the basket on
the site use code
method486 and 20%
will be deducted from
the total cost.
http://www.stinkystuff.
fishing/
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price deals on so come
say high.
Give it a go and let
me know how you
get on via social
media by adding
the Facebook
page which if
your search for
Stinkystuff fishing
you will find.

They will also be at
the Northern Angling
show on 24th and
25th Feb where we
will be showcasing the Until next time
good luck and
products, releasing a
brand-new flavour and keep enjoying it
have an amazing show

Brett McPhee
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ACA Bank Buddy ONLY £27.99

The ACA Bank Buddy is a waterproof wireless speaker that has been designed and
built with outdoor adventures in mind
A GREAT ADDITION TO YOUR KIT !!!!!!!!!!!!!
PRODUCT FEATURES INCLUDE :
Blue Tooth Connectivity
Hands Free Call Facility
Two Way Control
AUX Input to play DVD’S etc
Built In FM Radio
Shock and Waterproof

Get Yours Now at http://acaproducts.co.uk/?product=aca-bank-buddy
100% of all profits from the sale of Bank Buddy goes to Charity.
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ACA Thermal
Trousers
100% Waterproof

Wind-proof &
Breathable
Fleece-lined.
Super stylish and very
comfortable outdoor
waterproofs.
This modern
Peachskin fabric is
essentially a hi-tech,
synthetic version
of traditional moleskin clothing. It is beautifully soft to the touch and ACA have
combined it with a complimentary, lightweight Taslan-type synthetic shell on the seat
& knees to produce a very elegant outdoor set.
Ideal for: Fishing, Shooting, Hunting, Walking, Working, Spectating, and loads of
other outdoor activities.
Overtrouser features: with..
Elasticated Waistband & Press-stud Fastener.Velcro Adjuster to fit bottoms snug
around boots.Reinforced Taslan to Knees and Seat.2x Side Hand Pockets.2x
External Patch Pockets.
Available in Sizes:

Large, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Now available In assosiation with NAVITAS
!!!!!!!!
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check the ACA website for more information
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Ask The Experts
with
Paul Hobbo Hobbs
70

Ask the experts
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Hello Talking Carp readers!
I have been tasked with giving you my spring prep tips from
Talking Carp HQ. I will also help you out with a few hints and
tips for early spring time fishing. I, like most anglers, normally do
the laborious job of respooling with new line and also treat my
buzzers to a new set of batteries. Fishing wise, I tend to use a lot
of pop ups if I have found the perfect spring spot, which to me is
a small clear area surrounded by silk weed. That would be my
dream spot.

Bait application wise I tend to use a softly, softly approach. When
the time feels right, boilies can come into their own. You hear
of people saying that establishing a bait on their venue, this is
the moment and time of the year when pre-baiting (if possible)
comes into its own. Getting the bait in early can pay dividends. I
don’t mean to use kilos and kilos of bait but little and often so that
when Mr. Carp wants to feed he will find your free offerings and
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Paul ‘Hobbo’ Hobbs

stick around. A high-quality bait will come in to its own later in
the year so play the long game. As for locations in early spring
a warm shallow area of water i.e. margins, islands and bars and
where the water warms near a deeper area. North facing banks
and margins are always a good port of call as this part of the lake
will see the most of the early spring sunshine and the water will
warm quicker in the sunlight. Keep an eye on any snags for carp.
This is a sign that the water is definitely getting warmer.

Be prepared with rigs, have some tied up and ready to go at
this time of year because it can get hectic. It’s such a lovely time
of year with new grown on the trees
and fresh daffodils popping up, it’s
a chance to say goodbye to winter.
I hope this sees you well. Keep the
pictures and questions coming in to
Talking Carp.
Be Lucky!
Paul
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A Beginner’s Guide to Carp Angling part
1…. Watercraft
By Joshua George

watercraft
If you believe you are
already an experienced
carp angler then this
guide may not be for
you, but you may still
learn something.
This guide is aimed at
those of you who have
only recently joined
the wonderful sport
that is carp angling or
feel that your skill and
knowledge is lacking
something. First,
there is no shame in
admitting that you don’t
know it all or need a bit
of advice. After all no
matter how long you
have been fishing, how
many fish you have
caught or what your
current PB is all of us
where beginners at
one point so let’s get
started.
This month we will be
covering Watercraft
which is the skill of
reading the water and
locating fish after all
there is no point fishing
where there is no fish.
The first thing you
need to decide is which
lake are you going to

fish? Well as a novice
it is not wise to go to
one of these large 20
plus acre lakes with
vastly varying depths
containing a small
number of large fish,
doing so will only make
honing your skills more
difficult. The type of
lakes you should be
targeting are small
lakes around 1-10
acres with a fairly flat
bottom and lots and
lots of smaller carp
in them, these are
commonly known as
“runs waters” for the
simple reason they are
places you can almost
guarantee a run or
two. Try to avoid those
which you have to prebook a particular swim
as such selection can
not be made until the
day of arrival.
You need to arrive at
your chosen venue
as early as possible
preferably before first
light if rules allow.
Once you arrive do
not get your tackle
out! First walk around
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the lake at least once,
twice is better, three
times better still and try
to spot fish this is why
you need to arrive early
as first and last light
are the times when the
carp are most likely to
show themselves on
the majority of lakes.
These “shows” can
vary hugely from a
dorsal fin just breaking
the surface leaving
a tiny ripple all the
way up to the fish
clearing the surface of
the water by several
inches and then
crashing back in and
everything in between.
These shows are the
number one thing to
look for so spend a few
minutes in each empty
swim looking over the
lake for any sign of fish
it is also necessary
to keep your eyes
on the water as you
walk around because
as I have already
mentioned the shows
can be very discrete. If
you see fish showing
themselves in front of
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an empty swim then
get back to the car and
get you gear and start
fishing where you have
seen the fish.
This is an ideal
situation but, what do
you do if you have
walked around the
lake two, three or
even more times and
seen no fish? Well this
where it gets a little
trickier you have to try
and figure out where
the fish will be without
actually seeing them.
There are lots of other
things you can see
on your laps around
the lake besides fish.
The first of these is
what is known as a
“bubbler” this is a
patch of small bubbles
rapidly breaking on
the surface, this in
more cases than not is
caused by feeding fish
disturbing the substrate
on the lake bed so a
“bubbler” is well worth
a go.
Next are natural fish
holding features that
you can see from
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above the water and
include but are not
limited to, Lily pads,
Reeds, Weed beds,
Overhanging trees and
Islands. All of these
tend to attract fish for
two main reasons they
give the fish some
cover which makes
them feel safe and they
are all places where
the carp will find their
natural diet. So, if no
fish can be seen these
places are well worth a
try.
Then there are the
features that can’t be
seen from above the
water such as gravel
bars, silty gullies,
deep holes and so on.
Now as these aren’t
clearly visible a little
investigation with a
bare weight or marker
set up is required.
This is slightly more in
depth however so will
be covered at a later
date.
Then there is the
weather to think
about. Temperature,
sunshine, wind and

rain can all effect
where the fish are
depending on the time
of year. Fish tend to
be moved by the wind,
if it is a new warm
wind then the fish will
likely be at the end of
the lake it is blowing
to known as “on the
end of the wind”. The
opposite also applies
an old wind, or a cold
wind will quite often
have the fish at the
end of the lake it is
blowing from this is
known as “on the
back of the wind”.
Carp love sunshine
and can frequently be
found sunbathing in
shallow water and a
well-placed bait in a
sunny corner produces
a bite more often than
not. The last thing that
can have an enormous
impact on where the
fish will be is “angling
pressure” which
is where the other
anglers on the lake are
if there are five anglers
on the lake all at one
end then you can be
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almost certain that the
majority of the fish will
be at the other end.

All these kinds of areas
are even more likely
to produce a bite if
there aren’t any other
Therefore, setting up
anglers nearby, indeed
near someone else is
often the swim that is
not the best plan of
the furthest walk from
attack, instead go to a the car park and rarely
quiet corner away from fished purely for this
the other guys and in
reason can often be
most cases you will
the most productive.
have good results.
Well that is the basics
So if there are no
of watercraft. Hopefully
visible fish then try
you can use this
to find areas of the
information to help you
lake that combine
locate the fish on your
an element of
next trip and maybe
cover, natural food,
put one or two on the
favourable weather
bank.
and low angling
pressure.
There are many other
factors that effect
Such as a sunny
carp movements but
corner with a gentle
as I have said this is
breeze blowing into it
a beginner’s guide.
and a few lily pads, or Now when you have
a dense reed bed with selected your chosen
a tree overhanging it.
swim, picked which
but don’t overlook any rig to use, what bait
reeds, lily’s etc that are to use, have cast
right under your feet
out and are now sat
a lot of anglers cast
comfortably in your
miles when the fish can chair be sure to keep
be inches away.
watching the water and
if the fish start to show
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in an empty swim then
wind in, pack up and
MOVE!
Next month I will talk
rigs, what rigs are used
for what situations and
why?
Even how to tie a
couple.
So, until next time
Thanks for reading and
Tight lines.
Joshua
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Chris Donovan

Top 3 tips for getting
quick bites....

Top 3 tips for getting quick bites
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Be it on a bag up water full of fish or on a trickier water where you have
had to hunt them down getting a bite is one of the main reasons we grace
the banks whatever the weather. As with all walks of carp fishing location
is always the key.... you need the fish in front of you to stand any chance
of getting a bite in the first place – this is obviously spoke about a lot by
all the top anglers. What’s not very often mentioned is even though you
may have located your quarry you still need to be able to get the carp
intrigued enough in your chosen carpy meal to induce a bite. This may be
easy enough if they’re hungry or in the mood to charge around sucking
in anything and everything but what about the times when the fish are
clearly in the area and you can’t buy a bite?? This is where we hope the
next few tips and tricks will help you get quicker bites and sometimes
bites when some anglers may have written the session off as a blank!

Location is important......but is it enough......
Zigs
Zigs are one of the deadliest methods out there for getting a bite when all
else fails and perfect for amassing large amounts of bites in short periods
of time. On their own with no added ‘edge’ this method will get bites from
anywhere for the angler willing to work the water. Our top tip for getting a
quick bite with this method would have to be adding a fleck of contrasting
colour to your hook bait. The Taska Wazzup foam balls and barrels can
be transformed from quality hook baits to quality quick bite hook baits by

Chris Donovan
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simply adding a hair stop of contrasting colour. Adding colour to zigs by
way of a contrasting colour hair stop is a brilliant way of attracting a quick
bite as it offers something different to the standard unbroken full colour of
an untouched Wazzup.

Contrasting coloured hair stop can get quick bites!
Our second top tip for getting a quick bite with a zig is to trim the foam
down. This could be simply taking the corners off the foam barrel
or trimming off up to 50% of the foam to create a small ‘bit’ of visual
stimulant......just enough to pop the weight of the hook and hook length
up and small enough for an unsuspecting passing carp to suck in with
little or no effort.

Top 3 tips for getting quick bites
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Chop and trim your Wazzup’ s to gain an edge!

Having several differing colour and size options ready tied makes getting
quick bites a reality!
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Singles
Having several differing colour and size options ready tied makes getting
quick bites a reality!
As match men, we commonly get branded with going in with the heavy
baiting approach. Whilst this is a big factor throughout the year and plays
a big part in some of the results we’ve had understanding what’s going on
in the water in front of you can mean the difference between getting early
bites in a session or match and having to wait for spots to develop and
relying on any success coming in the later parts of a session or match.
If you arrive and the lake and choose a swim based on fish shows alone
it should be an easy decision to make in terms of what plan of attack to
induce the quickest bites! If the fish are there you don’t need to fill it in
or make a load of commotion to try and draw them in! They are there
because, for whatever reason, they want to be there! The first thing we
would do, is decide if we think we would get a quicker bite on the deck or
of the deck.

Key components to building a successful quick bite rig!

Top 3 tips for getting quick bites
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Our on the deck quick bite rig is basically our take on the ‘Ronnie’ rig.
Using a Deceptive Fluorocarbon hook link incorporating a large loop at
the hook end we find gives us the ultimate in low fish spook, maximum rig
‘invisibility’ and deadly fish hooking potential. This rig basically ‘dances’
around on the lake bed and moves subtlety as the fish move the water
nearby to it. When sucked in the balance between the weight of the hook
and Baseline tungsten putty coupled with the superb 12mm DNA specials
are an inquisitive carp’s worst nightmare! This rig WILL put so many fish
on the bank for us this year!

The ultimate ‘dancing’ single rig for getting a quick bite!
This rig can be fished over most bottoms from gravel, soft silt, clay,
blanket weed and chod. If it’s your fist chuck out at showing fish and not
sure of the bottom them just add a small PVA bag of pellets to cover the
hook point. The added attraction of a bag of pellet can raise the quick bite
steaks immensely but strangely in some circumstances delay a bite so be
sure to fish the single as a single where you can – can make a difference!
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A PVA mesh bag of pellet will protect the hook point when casting over
unknown bottoms......
Liquids and glugs can be the difference between getting quick bites in
some instances. When using PVA mesh bags its rare that we would ever
just chuck out a bare bag of just pellet. To do that you are potentially
missing an opportunity to add extra fish pulling attraction to your rig! Over
the year’s sweet flavours have proved more successful for us, so the DNA
Sticky Sweet additive never gets left at home!

Liquid additives can make the difference!

Top 3 tips for getting quick bites
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The quick bite result of a single cast to showing fish during
darkness! Get in!
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NEW MAINLINE BALANCED WAFTER HOOKBAITS sink on the weight of your hook. That means they settle
ultra-slowly on top of silt and weed, delivering full extension from the lead with sheathed
braids and a snake-like coil with braided hooklinks. And being critically balanced, they react
quickly to the slightest investigation; shooting in to a carp’s mouth for more and better
hook holds. Unbeatable over silt, indispensable over weed and devastating over gravel;
and they’re in shops now! PICK UP A POT TODAY, IT’S THAT EASY!
Wafter/Hook Ratio:12mm/Sz8 15mm/Sz6 18mm/Sz4. We advise that you check rigs prior to fishing.
Add counterbalance where necessary as hook weights will vary. MAINLINE BALANCED WAFTERS are available to compliment
our HIGH IMPACT range of complete food source boilies in Aromatic Fish, Banoffee, Essential B 15mm, Spicy Crab, Salty Squid &
Peaches n Cream in 15mm. PLUS they are available to match or Dedicated Freezer Boilies in CELL & HYBRID in 12, 15 & 18mm options.

www.mainline-baits.com

In Pursuit of a UK 30
by
Philip Lane
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I have always been a
keen fisherman. With
a Manx father and all
my holidays spent in
the Isle of Man, my first
experiences in angling
came at the end of
Peel Breakwater as
a 5 year old fighting
monster Coalfish which
don’t look quite so big
in the old photos as
they seemed at the
time. Growing up in the
midlands saw most of
my fishing switch to the
Warwickshire Avon and
the local canals.
As my father’s interest
in angling began and
finished in catching a
few mackerel for the
pot, I was fortunate
to have a friend with
‘the bug’ too and
we largely learned
together meeting more
than a few interesting
characters on the way.
My first experience
with carp came in
France. We had been
to France before, and I
loved catching endless

Philip Lane
Poison Chat with
my float rod and 5m
roach pole. I couldn’t
work out why the guy
sitting reading his book
with his rods sat on
rests wasn’t catching
anything. When I saw
his rod bend around
and heard his reel
start to ‘scream’ I
made a decision to
get myself a piece
of that. Two years
later after constant
badgering from me,
my parents agreed
to book the same
campsite in France.
I had discovered a
new ‘super bait’ called
boilies and I was going
to empty the lake….!!
Rather surprisingly,
a side hooked TuttiFruity boilie proved
a big hit in France
and aside from a true
monster lost at the
net (still too painful to
think about...!), I ended
the trip with countless
doubles, many 20’s
and a lovely Common
that pulled the Spring

Balance down to
39lbs. I doubt that is
an accurate weight but
it was a huge fish and
definitely over 35lbs.
In terms of my Carp
fishing ‘greatest hits’
that pretty much brings
us up to date as we
start the 2017 season.
Further camping
holidays to France
never produced a fish
close to that size. The
early commercials I
had access too had
the odd low 20, but I
found myself entering
my 20’s with a UK best
of 24lb 8oz which, I
might add, was very
respectable in the mid
90’s.
In the 20 years since
aside from getting
married having a
couple of kids and
fishing many a water
with mythical 30 plus
Carp, my UK best
remained a fish I
caught as a teenager.

In pursuit of a UK 30
A short Perch fishing
session in early
January made me
reflect on my personal
record. As my float
slid away and my rod
bent over, a substantial
Carp having engulfed
my king prawn I,
as always, started
to picture myself
holding a new record
8lb Perch! When the
strength of the runs
have finally convinced
me it isn’t quite the
monster I’m after I
refocus on a longer
battle and eventually
slip the net under a low
20. Looking at that fish
in its winter colours,
wedged into my Perch
landing net made me
decide that 2017 was
going to be the year I
break my UK Personal
Best.
Coming into the
year with 8 and 10
year old children I
knew that spending
weeks blanking on a
massive pit in hope
of a monster was not

going to fly with my
wife. Fortunately, she
understood that for
some strange reason
this was important to
me and in principle a
few short overnighters
were agreed…. So
where to go?
The Midlands is
scattered with fisheries,
many of which have
big carp. Finding a
fishery that gives you
a chance of a big fish
in four overnighters is
more of a challenge.
After much deliberation
I decided that
Monument 1 was going
to give me the most
bang for my buck.
When I went to book
with my list of the
best pegs derived
from scouring the
internet, I realised that
everyone who had
booked before me
probably had the same
idea, as my whole
list was unavailable
for the next couple
of weeks…! I had a
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pass and wanted to go
yesterday so booked
peg 3 for 2 trips and
pegs 5 and 6 in a few
weeks. Although many
say you need to be
in the middle, peg 3
commands a lot of
water and looked really
‘fishy’ in the photos that
I had seen.
Early June came
and I find myself
feeling underprepared
watching other anglers
getting their gear out of
their wrapped fishing
vans. The information
I had gathered at
this point was often
contradictory, so I
made a decision to
take as much advice in
the shop as I could and
set up accordingly.
After waiting for the
other anglers to sort
their admin, I met Tom
in the shop. He was
more than happy to
give me advice, he
suggested using their
‘Caramel’ boilies as
they had been
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catching well (you have
to use their baits but
you can use your own
hook baits). Apparently
although peg 3 doesn’t
tend to do a lot of fish,
one of the 40s often
gets caught from the
margin swim on the left
and he suggested I fish
my right rod at about
18 wraps and throw the
left one under the tree
that brushes the water.
After purchasing 2kg
of their boilies and a
bucket of particle, I set
up as he suggested.
Initially I put out
a handful of free
offerings over each
spot and a single
bottom bait on a simple
Blow-Back rig tied to
15lb Hybrid Braid with
a size 8 Wide Gape
hook and 12lb mainline
was cast out.
It was a warm day and
with the sun out, only
a couple of doubles
came out of the lake
all day and they were
shortly after opening.

Philip Lane
As I was starting to
think about cooking
myself a bit of dinner
my margin rod jumped
into life and with the
bait-runner set fairly
tight the end of the
rod arced around and
the fish sped towards
the safety of a large
reed bed. I applied
as much pressure as
I felt I could with my
faithful Fox Warrior ES
and fortunately before
it could bury itself the
fish turned and went
for the middle of the
lake still taking line.
I finally start to get
some control over the
fish when he goes
for the margin reeds
again, this time as I
try in vain to stop him,
the rod suddenly pings
straight….!!
I reel in fast hoping
a change in direction
caused the slack line
but soon a ‘bent hook’
fills in the blanks for
me…..

With the remaining
hooks relegated to my
rubbish bag and a size
6 hook of a sturdier
pattern on each of
my rods, I recast and
waited silently kicking
myself for the lost
fish. Unfortunately this
would prove to be the
last action for any of us
on the lake as within
an hour many of the
margins were filled with
thrashingcarp that had
no interest in our baits.
After a full night of
spawning the fishery
management offered
us all a free deposit for
our next session if we
were happy to vacate
and leave the fish to it.
My next session was a
week away hopefully
enough time for the
fish to get back on the
feed…!
Another hot sunny day
for my next session
and peg 3 again.
I’m confident after

In pursuit of a UK 30
getting a bite last trip
and set up with similar
tactics.

note….!

I was fishing a slack
line on both rods
An hour into the
without back-lead as
session a 1lb plus
I prefer to have as
roach takes my margin little ‘complication’ as
bait, followed by a
possible.
lot of his mates. I
As I watched, the line
switched my feed to
suddenly straightened
boilie only and kept the out and bent the
particle on the bank,
rod around to the
but the margin rod
right. This came as
never recovered and
a surprise as I was
throughout the session fishing straight out at
I caught Roach and a
18 wraps.
couple of pasty Carp in
the middle of the night. The fish had managed
to pick up my bait and
I woke up the next
swim in an arc for 40
morning sweating
yards without pulling
with the heat already
off an inch of line or
pushing the mercury
allowing the bobbin
past 28 degrees. I had to drop back….….
until 8pm and decided At this point both my
that the last couple of
neighbors’ alarms went
hours would probably
off as my fish hit his
give me the best
lines…!
chance of a fish.
Just after 6pm, as I
Fortunately, I was
sat behind my rods
quickly able to get the
thinking about starting fish into open water
to pack up, a tiny
and other than a rush
movement in the line
for the margin when
at the end of the rod
close to the net, I was
caused me to take
able to land my first
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proper Monument
Carp. A beautiful
Common which
ironically weighed

24lbs 8oz exactly
the same weight as
my UK PB…!
I was happy to have
landed a fish and I still
had 2 sessions left
to break my self-set
challenge of beating
my Personal Best, and
pegs 5 and 6 had a
better reputation for
bigger fish.
I had a couple of
weeks to wait before I
would return, but the
mood in the car was
good as I weaved
a path through the
countryside back to the
M54…
to be continued
Philip Lane
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Philip Lane P.B. 24lb 8oz

RH Fisheries Monument 1
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Martin Rich
Hi, my name is Martin
Rich and I am a Brit,
living in Texas. Over
the next few months I’ll
be writing a few articles
for Talking Carp about
Carp Fishing in the
States and a diary
about my build up to
the upcoming ‘Austin
Team Championship’ at
the end of March.
As for me, as a Carp
Angler, I’ve been at
it, on and off since I
was a kid. I mostly
fished day tickets
in Oxfordshire and
Buckinghamshire with
the odd trip to France
here and there, so
normal stuff really. But
nearly four years ago,
I met the ‘other’ love
of my life and moved
to South Texas. It is
certainly different and
so is the Carp fishing.
I am a plumber by
trade, with a wife and
three children. I also
own my own plumbing
business. My fishing
usually consists of

short day sessions.
So, it’s about picking
up quick bites and
fishing smart as my
time is limited.
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which was local day
tickets doing 24-72hr
sessions generally.

I am currently fishing
‘Lady Bird Lake’ in
Most of the venues
Austin, Texas, which
I fish are a 150-mile
is around 463 acres
round trip of my home and forms part of the
and very large. This is Colorado River and as
in stark contrast to my it goes these days is
fishing in British waters pretty small. A fair
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portion is also part
of downtown Austin,
which certainly adds a
novelty aspect and a
very different back drop
to my usual fishing.
Most of my time here
before November
2017, has been spent
at ‘Decker Lake’
in Austin, Texas,
chasing after ‘Buffalo
Carp’, otherwise
known as Ictiobus
or ‘Buffalo Fish’,
which is a freshwater
fish common to the
United States, but
can also be found in
Canada, Mexico and
Guatemala. This fish
are ‘Carp Like’ but do
not have the ‘Barbules’
like the Carp we know
and are not always
fished for as they
are difficult to catch,
especially in the big
waters, but they put up
an immense fight and
can grow to 4 feet in
length and over 65lb in
weight.
Decker Lake is a

Texas Carping
10,000-acre Power
Plant cooling lake, just
outside of Austin. After
meeting a local group
of Carp Anglers, ACA
(Austin Carp Anglers),
and catching my first
one at 32 pounds, I
was hooked…! These
Buffalo Carp certainly
add something to

the fishing, as the
Common and Mirrors
don’t get so big here
generally. They have
since become a target
species for me as
much as the ‘normal’
Carp and add that big
fish element to my
fishing, which makes it
even more enjoyable.

Martin Rich
I also will sometimes
try the local waters
around where I live and
these vary from long,
narrow, winding rivers
to 25,000-acre lakes.
One thing they have
in common is they
are relatively unfished
for Carp, certainly as
a sport fish, so very

much an unknown
quantity. I do have
plans in the future to
target these venues
more frequently, but
my current focus is on
Lady Bird and in the
Austin area.
Generally, I fish alone,
as to begin with it was
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simply a case that I
was the only angler
on the bank at some
of these venues and
certainly the only Carp
angler.
That said, I do have
a fishing dog or “Carp
Dog” as they are
affectionately called
back in the UK, and
she is an Argentinian
Mastiff named ‘Luna’.
She has been coming
since she was a pup
and now gets very
excited when I’m
loading up to go fishing
or just to bait up.
The isolation and
solitude seem to have
helped my fishing in
terms of results, as I
fish much harder when
I am alone to the point
now that I don’t even
bring a chair to sit on
as I like to keep busy
and mobile. That being
said, I have met other
Carp anglers here on
the banks, through the
ACA and The Carp
Anglers
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Group, and so far,
everyone has been
really nice, and I will
occasionally share
my time on the banks
with them…. I don’t
want to turn into, “the
miserable git,” that
doesn’t talk to anyone
and they are some
great guys. One I
need to mention, being
Kevin Oliver.
Not only is he a great
guy to spend time
with, he also takes an
awesome photo and
is behind some of the
shots in my articles.
He is also a very good
angler.
I hope that gives you
a little insight into who
I am and what I do
and I look forward to
sharing my thoughts
and experiences in the
months to come.
Martin R

Texas Carping
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Crack your carp tactics

Use Finygo to automatically record your carp fishing trips
and catches to find new trends and patterns
Join Groups and share your wins with friends to the feed and
on Facebook
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The ‘Lac Baleine’
Diary….by Marc
Dalton

Marc Dalton
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After a three-week holiday back in England with my family for Christmas
and New Year it was time to go back to ‘normal life’ in France. Well what I
call normal anyway…….
When it is nice and warm here in France and the sun is shining, I often
hear from the visiting anglers, “what a great job I have”. And they always
tell me I have “the best job in the world” because it is “just fishing all of the
time” and they love to remind me how lucky I am….!
Now, to some extent, I have to agree with them as I do feel lucky to be
here at Lac Baleine, living in rural France with Helena and J-Dog and I
really do love my job.
However, the sun does not shine all of the time and this is not just a ‘fine
weather’ job. Often at this time of the year, working as a Bailiff is not quite
the “great job” a lot of people think it is and it certainly is not just about
“fishing all of the time…!!!”
During this part of the season, there are very few anglers on the lake and
this is the time for us Bailiffs to try and do all the jobs that need doing in
preparation for the coming ‘busy’ season.
Lac Baleine is a 23-acre Lake set in a 42-acre plot, so even though we
are not busy with anglers, there is still a lot of work for me to do here and
with the French ‘pace of life’ that we all seem to adopt after a while living
here, my days still feel pretty busy…!
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This time of the year on the Lake is always quiet and for good reason, the
weather...!! It is not that it is too cold at this time of year here, near Vitryle-Francois, but it is very wet and windy, making for uncomfortable and
difficult fishing conditions.
It has hardly stopped raining here since November and the water level
has risen so much that many of the swims are now under water. On one
stretch of the lake, which we always close for the winter season, it is so
water logged that I have to don my wellies just to walk around.
Recently, the area has also been hit by quite a few heavy storms, which
have resulted in many fallen and broken trees around the lake. This is
another one of the tasks that I need to deal with regularly to prevent them
from becoming a problem later, in the form of snags in the water or worse,
falling on to the anglers or their gear, so I have to look at the safety
aspect of the Carp and the visitors.
Having been away for a few weeks, I have been pretty busy with the
Chain-Saw, clearing away the debris from the storms that occurred during
my absence.

Marc Dalton
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In my introduction, last month, I said that I would be writing about the ‘ups
and downs’ of a Bailiff’s life, but strangely, the rain, winds and storms are
not part of the ‘down-side’ of the job..! This is just ‘normal’ to me and most
other Bailiffs both in Europe and the UK, and the only thing to do is to get
on with it and make the most of the quiet time, as it doesn’t last long.
With my articles being based around a ‘Monthly Diary’ of life working on
a Commercial French
Fishery, I will also show
you how the Lake looks
throughout the year so I
guess it is only fair that
I show you Lac Baleine
now without all of its’
make-up on…Although,
I still think this lake
looks stunning, even in
winter…!!!
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At the moment, Lac Baleine is open for fishing but we are not able to live
on site, so we are living at our sister lake ‘Etang Saussaie’, which is just a
ten minute drive away.
My colleague, Craig Humphrey runs Etang Saussaie and is the full
time ‘on-site’ Bailiff. Luckily for Helena, J-Dog and me, there is a lodge
available for rent on Saussaie that we are able to use through the winter
season.
I’m sure some of you will already know a thing or two about this water as
it is very well known.
On Etang Saussaie, we do stay open for the winter months and a few
of the guys that have been out fishing here have caught a few of the
magnificent Carp that reside in its’ waters.

Marc Dalton
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You may recall that in my introduction last month, I mentioned that I had
spent many years living in Sweden and how much I had enjoyed the Carp
fishing there, so I thought that now, whilst it is quiet here, it would a good
time to tell you a little bit about it…….
If you were to ask a Carp Angler from the Stockholm area of Sweden,
“which is the best Carp Lake?”, I am confident that 99 percent will say
Mörtsjön…!
Mörtsjön is the most famous lake in the area and maybe even in the
whole of the country.
The lake is situated in a Stockholm suburb with a road right up to its
entrance. It has woodland tracks all around and is a very popular area
for the local residents and many of them use these tracks for dog walking
and jogging.
Over recent years they have taken interest on what we crazy people
are doing, setting up bivies and fishing for nights on end in all weather
conditions to try and catch the Carp. It has got to the stage that when you
have a fish on the bank they will stop and ask which one it is as they have

Marc Dalton
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also got to know most of the names of the fish swimming in their local
water…!
The day that I received a phone call from the owner of Lac Baleine this
was where I was.
I had left work on the Friday and was at home collecting J-Dog and
packing my car with the intention of fishing my ‘syndicate lake’, which was
not too far from home, when I got a call from a good friend of mine Olle
Bergqvist.
Olle was at Mörtsjön and had located some of the fish in a small area of
the lake and said I should go to him to do a bit of stalking……Now, I had
a choice to make, take the easy run in the car to the syndicate water or sit
in the traffic going to the North-Side of Stockholm…?!!
There was still a couple of the well-known older fish that I had still not
caught from Mörtsjön, so, with this in mind and Olle saying I should get
there as quickly as I could, me and J-Dog set off straight away…..
…..An hour or so later I arrived and met Olle fishing at the entrance to the
lake where the ramp was to drive in the boats. He had already started to
lightly feed the spots with Red Krill Pellets and the fish where on them.
Olle already had a stalking rod in place so I quietly set up my little 9 foot
‘stalker’ and with a light lead and the Multi-Rig baited with a small trimmed
pop-up, I placed my bait with as little disturbance as I could…..Stalking
for the Carp is a great way to fish but unfortunately on most commercial
waters you do always have this option.
I cannot remember exactly how long I had been fishing but I know it
was not long before my rod was off…..and this resulted in 30 seconds
of chaos…..!! I had hooked into one of the big girls at close range and
she was intent on making it to a snag. With a ‘soft’ 9 foot rod bent to butt
and unable to give her any line I sadly lost her when the line snapped….
gutted was not the word..!!!
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The commotion meant that now, the swim had just been seriously
disturbed, and this combined with being on a lake that was easy to blank
for many nights, we thought our chance was gone…!
Olle fed some more pellet and repositioned his rod again while I started
over from scratch. As I was tying another rig he said that they are feeding
again…!
Within ten minutes I had my rig back out and it did not take long before I
was in again. Luckily for me, this fish was more interested in getting into
the reeds rather than the snags and after a short heart thumping battle
she surfaced but with a branch attached around the line. Thankfully, the
branch was loose in the water and was also coming towards the net.
With Olle helping and at full stretch with the landing net, it was all over
and I saw, for the first time, it was the Carp that I had been after for a
very, very long time, the mighty ‘Musse’.
After a photo session in the rain and Musse safely returned, we were
standing together talking with another friend when my phone rang and I
got the confirmation that I was to be the new Bailiff here at Lac Baleine…
What a great day that was…!!!
Musse is not the
biggest fish in Mörtsjön
but it is not always
about the size…or so I
am told…!
It was the perfect fish
for a perfect end to my
Swedish Carp fishing.

Marc Dalton
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The picture below is that same as previous but this one is the ‘out-take’.
This is Craig Humphrey, the Bailiff I mentioned earlier who is in charge
at Etang Saussaie, with a stunning fish from his water, but being ‘photobombed’ my his ever-faithful Carp Dog, “Dave” …I think you will agree
that on this occasion, Dave stole the show…!!!!!

…and this one is me with another resident of Saussaie…I’d had enough
of cutting trees that day….

All the best
Marc and J-Dog
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TEAM PALLATRAX
JOIN THE REVOLUTION NOW!
WWW.PALLATRAX.CO.UK/TEAM-PALLATRAX
TEL: 01409 240042 / 241135
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Dedicated to the brave men and women of the British
armed forces who protect us every day
FEATURING THIS MONTH Anglo German festival
FCC announcement
Lee Clarke
Leon upton
RAF carp team
REME
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Forces Carp Classic “Announcement”….
The team at the FCC are extremely pleased to announce that our “FCC Shop” is
now open for business.
If you follow the link below it will take you directly to the shop site please feel free to
have a browse around. There are different styles of clothes and some accessories
including the infamous “FCC Mugs” so you can now order those extra ones for the
home or for that unfortunate moment when you have broken yours.!!
We are also very proud to say that a small donation from each sale will go directly to
our charities and donated at the winter FCC. So, at the same time as you purchase
a new Polo or T-Shirt or whatever, you are helping raise money for both GOSH &
BLESMA.
We would like to thank our partners in this venture, Garbmann Ltd who will supply
all the items shown in the shop directly to you. If you would like or think of any other
items that could be included then please let us know and we shall see what we can
do.
The same items but with the FCC-UK logo will be available in the coming months, all
purchases currently will just have the original FCC logo on them.
• Link: http://www.garbmann.com/store/c22/Forces_Carp_Classic.html
We hope that we can count on your continuing support and as we said, crack on and
use the shop, any feedback is always welcome.
Cheers & Tight lines
Russ & Tim
Co-Organisers
Forces Carp Classic

Forces Section
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Anglo-German Carp Fest 2018
After the great success of the 2017 event, the dates have now been set and the
names list is ready and waiting for the ‘Anglo-German Carp Fest 2018’ and they are
as follows;
This is a great event and raises much needed money for Charity too..!!!
Last year, the event raised €1500 for Charity , which was a magnificent achievement
by all concerned and we hope to better that this year.
The 2018 event details are as follows;
Venue: Lac Echternach – Luxembourg
This is the same Lake as last time which produced some nice fish up to 38lb
1st May 2018
•
Registration
•
Lake Walk
•
Swim Draw
•
BBQ & Raffle
2nd May 2018
•
Match Starts
5th May 2018
•
Match End
•
Match Awards
Note: All timings will be confirmed in the coming weeks
The cost for this great event over Three days is €125 per angler (€250 per Team)
There are to be Two Anglers per team.
You must put your name down on the list and the payment date will be confirmed
with you in due course. This payment will be non-refundable if you cancel, unless
the place can be filled.
Anyone interested should contact me via the Anglo German Carp Fest Facebook
Page.
Thanks all and thanks to Talking Carp for helping promote a great charity fund
raising event.
Andy Grozier
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Naja Leute die Termine wurden für das nächste Anglo German Carp Fest
angenommen und werden folgen.
1. Mai - Registrierung Spaziergang See dann zeichnen, BBQ, Raffle
2. Mai - Spiel beginnt
5. Mai - Spielende - Preisverleihung
Dieses Mal werden drei Tage angeln und die Kosten betragen € 125 pro
Angler. Es sind zwei Angler pro Team. Es wird eine Namensliste erstellt,
dann wird ein Datum ausbezahlt, das eine nicht rückzahlbare Zahlung ist,
es sei denn, der Platz kann gefüllt werden.
Gleicher See wie letztes Mal Lac Echternach, der für uns bis 38lb einen
schönen Fisch hervorbrachte. Die Veranstaltung war großartig und
machte 1500 € für wohltätige Zwecke besser dieses Mal
Andy
Just sat down and sorted the money out with everything paid we have
made €1450 for charity so €150 we donated to the two German anglers.
Darren Greenfield will recieve €500 and also Simon Bangert of forces
Carp will recieve €500 that leaves us with €300 which i will give to Les
and Jak Wright for their charity of choice once I know I will let you’s all
know I think that is a massive amount for our first big event in such a
small amount of time so hats off to all and thanks again RESPECT

Family, Active Service and
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Carp Fishing….it’s all about
balance…
Part 2

by Lee Clarke
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Having turned down
a trip to France with
some of my ‘civvy’
mates who go every
year, I had managed
to get myself on the
Forces Carp Classic
(FCC) at Abbey Lakes
in France.
This was all very
‘last minute’, due to
someone dropping
out but it worked out
well as it meant I could
fish during ‘work time’,
which also meant I
would not sacrifice
too much ‘family time’
which I would have
done had I went with
my civvy mates.
Again, I scoured the
net for hints and tips,
prepped my bait, rigs
etc. and worked out a
batting order of what
lakes my partner and
I wanted to fish if we
got a decent draw. It’s
always good to have a
plan.
After the drive down
and only one slight
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detour due to a dodgy
‘Sat-Nav’ (according
to the point man) we
turned up at the venue,
had a good walk
around the lakes and
then had a few beers
and met the guys
fishing for the week. I
won’t go too much in
to the formatting as I’m
sure Tim Gray will have
it covered off much
better than I could
having run it for coming
up to 10 years now
and I know he will be
covering the FCC-UK
in talking Carp too.

can put it back, but the
second time you pick
you have to stick with
that.

The next morning, we
had the draw…..

This ‘misfortune’ briefly
lifts morale, particularly
if you haven’t come
out yet and you start
seeing your top swims
/ lake being taken. Your
week really can be
“make or break” based
on the draw…!!

The draw for this
event it like no other,
with around 45-50
pairs it takes time
and the draw has two
aspects to it, the first
is a number which
determines which pair
is picked, that pair
then randomly select a
ball which determines
your lake, if you are
not happy with it you

This means guys can
put a lake back they
aren’t happy with in
the hope they get the
one they want, or are
at least happier with.
It also means they can
potentially draw the
same lake again, which
is what you want to see
happening to the ‘other
services’ and has
happened on a couple
of occasions.

Once you have settled
on your Lake Draw,
you then draw the
swim…..
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My partner and I drew
Fox Lake out of the
bag first and opted to
stick with that based on
what was left. We were
hoping for Kingfisher
or Wildboar as we felt
either of these lakes
would put us in a better
chance of winning the
match overall, but that
wasn’t to be, so we
had to get on with it.
In the end we endured
a long week as we
both blanked….!!!
I was reasonably
optimistic at the start
until we found the
catch report for the
peg we had drawn. I
believe it was along
the lines of no one
had caught (during an
FCC match) from it in
the last 5 years…..So
at least we managed
to add 6 years to
that list…!! I am not
going to say which
Swim it was…the next
guys can find out for
themselves..!!!
Still we had a good
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social and it beat being particularly due to the
at work for the week no weed, however this
matter what.
year it fished well with
the majority of pairs
Another plus was that catching.
I won an ‘End Tackle’
bundle on the raffle,
Over on Fox Lake, it
but, I would have given seemed that those
it up to have caught
fishing from the swims
just one Carp as the
towards middle of the
fish at Abbey are pretty lake were struggling
special.
with the end pegs
doing well.
One of our guys had
a great week over on
The journey home was
Heron Lake and made a particularly long one,
up for the rest of us
having blanked I knew
blanking. Heron was
the misses and my
the surprise lake of
Dad would be taking
the week, usually it is
the piss out of me for
the slower of the lakes not catching all week.
as it is a lot harder,
She still hasn’t let me
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forget about it several
months down the line.
Another event is one
the RN&RMAA has
only been recently
become involved in.
Due to our work load
we hadn’t previously
been able to field a
team for the Carping 4
Heroes event before.
2016 saw us put our
first team in, although
the numbers of
servings members
were low (again it
comes down to work
and balancing your
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family / social life when
you are taking part in
other matches etc.)
and as a result we had
a number of civilians
and ex-military fill our
empty spaces.

time, we had matching
T-Shirts too and
didn’t look like bunch
of homeless guys
that had found some
trophies…!!!

I won’t go in to too
It was an event to
much detail about
remember as it was
the Carping 4 Heroes
mega hot the whole
event as Ethan Carper
weekend and everyone has already covered
got sun burnt but the
it in his interview with
highlight was that at
Simon Bangert who
our first attempt, we
runs the event in
won it…!! We went
Talking Carp Issue 22.
on to retain our title
However, the key take
in 2017 after a tough
away is that the fishing
event at Cudmore
comes second to the
Fisheries….and this
money that is raised
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for the Military
Charities to help those
that need support.
As detailed in his
interview with Ethan,
Simon puts in a lot
of effort and puts on
a great event, so we
thank him for that.
The socials at the
start of the weekend
are also one of the
main reasons people
go. Putting all three
services together
always sees a lot
of banter between
everyone and the
‘hangovers’ in the

morning are always
epic….!!!
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fishing, I do manage
to get in some of my
‘own’ as well. Leave in
The raffle prizes are
the military means we
another reason to draw typically get 2 weeks
people in (anyone
off at Easter, 3 weeks
can buy a raffle ticket
for Summer and 2
by the way). Prizes
weeks at Christmas.
include a load of Bait
These are set dates
Bundles, End Tackle,
and generally we
Rods, Reels, Bivvies,
cannot book time off
Fishing Trips Abroad
as and when we want
and much more, you
like you can in ‘civvy
name it Simon covers
street’.
it so it’s worth getting
My syndicate water
yourself one for next
is Cawcutts Lake,
year’s event!
Cambridgeshire, which
is ran by Embryo
Having covered the
Angling Habitats, which
Military aspect of my
I am sure you will have
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heard of..!
Cawcutts has a handful
or original commons
which go up to the
30lb mark, although
these are few and
far between, but not
elusive. The lake was
also stocked with
around 200 new fish
in the 17-acre lake,
which ranged from mid
double to mid twenty
and a few just shy of
the 30lb barrier.
When it first set up a
couple of years ago
it was ideal for me as
it is close to
home and I
was working
close by (we
get moved
about location
wise every 2
years for work
and this was
likely to be
the only time
in my career
I would be
based close
to home).
These days
however, the
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family remain in
Cambridgeshire whilst
I commute to Plymouth
every week to work.
As a result, I only get
to fish it during leave
periods.
As I previously
mentioned, I managed
two overnighters during
Easter leave, I spent
the days with my boy
and then when he went
to bed I would head
down the lake and then
pack up at first light to
get back and spend the
day with him and the

misses again.
I managed to do this
two nights on the
bounce in 2 weeks but
it proved fruitful with a
couple of mid doubles
and another 22lb 12oz
common.
I then had to wait until
summer to get back
down when I managed
to get four sessions
in. On the first day of
leave I drove straight
from Plymouth to the
lake. The journey from
Plymouth to home can
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take me between 6-8
hours on a Friday and
is an absolute killer. I
drove straight to the
lake as I knew by
the time I got home
the misses would be
at work and the little
one would be with
the childminder still.
My intentions were
to pack up early the
next morning and then
we would have the
following days doing
family things before I
got the rods out again.
I had generally been
fishing with a
lead clip set up
prior to this with
white bottom
baits I had
soaked in the
Almond Goo
and a piece of
plastic corn to
balance it up,
I fished these
on a KD Rig
with a bag of
2mm pellets
attached. This
time round
though I had

opted to fish solid
bags with a ‘Wafter’ I
had trimmed down to
around 8mm.
The session went
well. When I turned
up at the ‘Pump Swim’
it looked good for
a bite. There was a
warm wind blowing
straight in to it and it
was overcast, with the
water a little murkier
here than anywhere
else I had noticed
on my walk around.
I decided to spread
the rods out, the right
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hand one at 10 wraps
towards the buoy,
which was an obvious
feature, the middle rod
went out in open water
at 14 wraps and the left
rod towards the island
at 12 wraps. The day
passed quickly and
I hadn’t had a touch
however, that evening,
as I was getting my
‘scran’ on the go I saw
a couple of fish show
in open water not
too far from my open
water spot. I stayed up
until around midnight
watching the water
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water with the lights
from the A14 and
the hotel providing
a decent amount of
light. At around 02:00
my open water rod
went off and I had
a common of about
12lb……I managed to
get another couple of
hours sleep before my
right hand rod went off
and I landed a dumpy
mirror of about 16lb,
which was quickly
followed up by another
off the right hand rod
around 14lb.
I wanted to stay longer
but knew I would be
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pushing my luck so I
packed up content that
on my first session
back there for a few
months I had three
takes and put three
Carp on the bank. I
was also confident
that my change of
approach was working.

would get a break, me
and the boy would get
some time together
and I would also be
encouraging him to
spend time by the lake
in the hope that as
he gets older he will
be keen to take it up
and come with me.
Every time I walked
I decided, rather
around with the boys
cleverly, even if I say
I would see activity in
so myself, I would walk and around the Pump
the dog and my boy
Swim. The following
around the lake in the
week I went back
mornings in between
down and had a social
sessions to keep an
with one of the other
eye on where the fish
members who was just
were showing. This
doing an evening
meant the misses
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session, however we
noticed the water had
been disturbed and
clouded up on the A14
bank so we set up
between the islands.
However as is always
the case, after setting
up I saw fish showing
in front of the swim
to my left so I moved
across one swim.

them in the Fox Swim
Mapper, which is a
great tool, especially
as you now don’t have
to pay for “swims”.

The day passed and
again I saw the odd
show in the evening.
I was confident of
another bite; however,
I woke at around 06:00
and I hadn’t had any
The evening passed
bleeps, not even from
quickly as we talked
the pesky crayfish…!!
about the venue, our
I knew the rods were
fishing experiences
fishing correct as I was
and life in general.
fishing solid bags and
I managed to nick a
the bottom is pretty
bite in the middle of
clear in Cawcutts. I had
the night, which was
swapped the left-hand
a small Common,
rod over to a ‘Ronnie’
however it saved a
Rig just to see if all the
blank. Before I left, I
hype about it was to be
went back round to the believed…!
Pump Swim and put a I didn’t have to wait
few handfuls of bait on long and at around
my previous spots.
07:00 the ‘Stow’ pull
tight to the blank and
A couple of days later, the right hand rod tip
I managed to get back was bending round…..I
and set up in the Pump struck, and after a few
Swim at mid-afternoon. seconds it felt better
The rods went straight than the previous
back on to the same
fish I had caught…..It
spots as I had logged
tried heading towards
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branches that were
overhanging in the
margin to my right and
where the pipe heads
out from the bank
towards the buoy but I
managed to turn her to
my left and get her in
to open water.
After a good 5 to10
minute battle, I could
see the leader coming
up through the water
and then a decent
size mouth gasping
for air. After one more
attempt for freedom
she was on her side
and I slipped the net
under her. I got her on
the matt, unhooked her
and then put her in the
sling whilst I zeroed
the scales and called
Dave, the Bailiff, as
there were a few fish
he hadn’t seen on the
bank.
About 20 minutes later
he turned up and we
weighed her in at 27lb
8oz (a UK PB for me)
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whilst Dave confirmed
it was a fish known as
“The Dark Side Mirror”.
Dave had brought his
decent camera down
and took some great
phots for me, and
whilst we were doing
that, my left-hand rod
tore off and I netted
an almost fully scaled
mirror of around 12lb.
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leave which resulted
in a couple more mid
doubles. However,
after that, fishing at my
syndicate has taken a
back seat until now (I’m
currently on Christmas
leave, although due to
Christmas shopping,
family events as well
as the lake freezing
over I have only
managed the one-day
session which resulted
in a blank).

It seemed the early
hours of the morning
were certainly the most
productive. I managed So ever since the trip
another session over
to Abbey Lakes, B2

and Cawcutts I am
currently on a blanking
spree…!!
As I type this, the
misses is saying “how
come you are still
typing you haven’t
caught anything for
ages…!” I try not to bite
but she always gets
me…!!
All the Best and Tight
Lines
Lee Clarke
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Welcome to the Infantry Carp Fishing Team by Leon Upton
Hi All
This is just a brief introduction to the world of the ‘Infantry Carpers’……
The Infantry Carp Team has been running for about 8 years now and has
gone from strength to strength due to the commitment and hard work of
its members. As a Tier 3 sport within the military, it can be quite hard to
achieve certain things as funding is not as high as it is for ‘Tier 1’ sports
such as, Boxing, Football, Rugby and Cycling and Carping does not even
make the 2nd Tier alongside sports such as Athletics and Orienteering,
but at least we are at the same level as Tennis and Canoeing, so not all
bad…!!!!
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Inter Corps Carp Championships
A year in the life of the Infantry Carp Team is geared around putting the
best team forward to compete in the Inter Corps Carp Championships
(ICCC). This consists of a team of 6 Anglers (3 pairs), which is selected
by the Team Captain.
Selection can be tough so we base this on Commitment, Water Craft
and Attitude and to do this, we run several Qualifying Events (QE’s)
throughout the year, which allows us to select the best candidates.
Being in the Infantry and having a passion for Carp fishing can be hard
to manage at times with finding time for the sport we love and (Family life
coming in at a close second)….!!!
Over the coming months, I will be reporting on our QE’s as we go through
the selection process to find the six anglers that will represent the Infantry
Carp Team at this year’s ICCC.
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We will also show off some of our catches and have input from team
members on their personal achievements and all things ‘Carpy’ as they
balance work, family and fishing..!!
The Infantry Carp fishing team are always looking for new members and
welcome all who are generally interested from both the Infantry Regular
and Reserve Battalions. If you wish to be part of the team and enjoy
Carp fishing whilst being ‘paid to do so’, please use the contacts below –
WO1 (RSM) Leon Upton
Infantry Carp Fishing Secretary – Leon.Upton234@mod.gov.uk
You can also join our Facebook Page, ‘Infantry Carpers’
Lean Upton
Secretary Infantry Carp Team
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The only limitation is your imagination
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RAF Carp Team – 2017 Review by Alfie Waters

The year kicked off with a bang as the team travelled to Southwick Park
in Portsmouth for the first event. With temperatures still low this was the
perfect venue to provide the chance for everyone to get a bend in the
rod and put a few fish on the bank, it didn’t disappoint. 368 carp were
caught in 48 hours between the 11 pairs fishing topped off by one of the
lakes biggest residents a fine 25lb
common falling SAC Millard.

Sac Millard 25lb Common

April saw the team visit Willow Park Fishery where the carp showed
how unpredictable they can often be. Last out of the draw bag Sgt
Greenshields and Sgt Hancock opted for a swim everyone else had
disregarded and soon went about building a big early lead, despite
everyone’s best efforts to catch them they were eventually rewarded with
a fine victory landing 12 of the matches 76 fish caught.
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Sgt Greenshields
took the spoils at
Willow Park

Next up was Berners Hall fishery. The anglers had to battle the elements
as well as the fish for this event where driving rain and 60mph winds
made casting and baiting up accurately a challenge. Despite the
conditions 10 of the 11 pairs managed to land fish with FS Verney and Sgt
Beardsall taking the honours with an impressive 15 carp between them
over the 48 hours.

Sgt Beardsall with
a fine Berners Hall
Mirror
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The team travelled to the famous Sandhurst lake in June, a venue known
for the quality of fish rather than quantity. Dreams of landing the larger
residents of the lake soon became reality for a number of the anglers.
Fish over 30lb were landed by 4 of the anglers with 3 of these being PB
commons, however the jewel in the crown was a stunning 43lb 14oz
common caught by Paul Sampson on the final morning which also
brought him the biggest fish trophy for the season.

Paul Sampson
took the biggest
Fish Trophy

Trent View Fishery was home to the last pairs event of the team calendar,
a large water allowing each angler plenty of space it turned out to be a
tight match from start to finish. With the lead changing hands a number
of times throughout the first 24 hours it was SAC Brett Foster & Cpl Dave
Davey-Smith who eventually got their noses in front on the second day.
They eventually took victory with 13 fish for 148lb 6oz.
Trent View
winners with
part of their
haul.
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The annual RAF Carp Angling Championships took place in September
at Linears Fisheries prolific B2 lake. 28 anglers battled over 72 hours with
the hope of getting their name on the much-coveted trophy. Taking a welldeserved victory was Sgt Whittaker. His excellent angling throughout the
match saw him land 26 Fish for a total weight over 440lb.

Sgt Wittaker took the RAF Championship Trophy

Once again the top 6 anglers from the previous season represented
the team in the British Carp Angling Championships (BCAC). Putting
themselves up against some of the best anglers in the country the
team performed excellent throughout. All 3 pairs made it through their
respective qualifiers and in to the semi-finals, unfortunately lady luck
wasn’t on our side and we missed out on taking the team trophy by just
one point to team Carp-Talk. It’s safe to say that with continued progress
made each year it may only a matter of time before we see some RAF
colours in the BCAC final.
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BCAC team

The last event of the year saw the all-important Inter Services at
Brasenose 2 where victory not only meant your name on the trophy
but bragging rights over the sister services for the next 12 months. A
combination of high pressure and very little wind meant that the fish did
not play ball and only a handful of fish came out in the first 24 hours. Due
to the section/points system used a tight match ensued, with all 3 teams
in D section yet to catch any fish landed would be very valuable to the
captors. A 22lb mirror to SAC Spiller in this section brought relief to the
team who ended up with 2 section wins and 2 second places to take the a
hard fought and well-earned victory.
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Winning Inter Service Team

2017 saw another successful year for the RAF Carp team that continues
to go from strength to strength. A total 2000 fish weighing over 22000lb
was caught by the anglers throughout the year and with planning well
under way for 2018 it looks to be another busy year ahead.
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REME Carpers

The REME are an organisation with in the military. One of
the largest CORPs within the Army consisting of over 7000
personnel.
Within the CORP Adam Croser and Mark Harraway run the
‘REME Carpers’ and with over 90 members the group is getting
bigger and better.
Matches are organised in preparation for the Inter Corp Carp
Championship (ICCC) which is held in September in the UK
and to develop all anglers attending. The matches that are
organised are always full with reserves waiting to get on in case
of deployments etc.
Adam Croser (Event Organiser/Treasurer) currently organises
the REME matches with the help of the committee members
Mark Harraway (Secretary), Rudi Strydom (Captain) Carl Hartley
(Admin SNCO).
The matches are to help develop ‘all’ anglers and are booked on
venues that will help aid the development of the anglers starting
out carp fishing and those that are classed as competent anglers.
We have used Lakes such as Mallard, Horcott and Ladywood,
amongst others and we have to organise and book these well in
advance.
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During the matches the more experienced anglers are always on
hand to help the less experienced anglers.
The anglers attending the matches accumulate points and the
points are awarded as follows;
Attendance		
to count)
1st Place		
2nd Place		
3rd Place
-		

1 point (must be for a minimum of 24 hours
3 points
2 points
1 points

The top six anglers are selected to represent the REME Carp
Team at the ICCC, with the next three highest scorers attending
the event as ‘runners’. Being a runner also allows them to learn
how the competition works and hopefully, gives them more drive
and determination to get in the top six the following year…!
Anyone from the Corps that is interested in joining us, can
contact us via our Facebook Page ‘REME Carpers’ and send us
a message.

Talking Reviews

Gary Lowe Reviews - kryston
heavy metal, mainline bait
sprays, Taska Banksticks,
taska butt rests, Taska buzz
bars, Taska snag ears,
taska wazz ups
Mark Galli reviews RidgeMonkey Kettle

KRYTSTON Heavy metal by Gary ‘Milky’ Lowe
Back in 1990 when we first introduced our famous putty to the market
anglers greeted it with open arms.
This was entirely due to it being far better than anything else on the
market. Its incredible weight to size ratio meant that anglers could now
fine-tune and critically-balance their pop-ups to a degree never before
possible.
No longer did they have to use huge lumps of putty often the size
of a boilie to counterbalance their baits. For the first time a lead free
alternative was available that offered superior presentation far in excess
of anything before.
Sadly in 2006 the specialist processing company who produced it for us
were forced to close down. With our backs to the wall that left us with
one remaining option…we would have to make it ourselves! Following
considerable investment in plant and machinery plus countless hours
of experimental trials we are delighted to announce that Heavy Metal is
back and, what’s more, it’s better than ever.
The original formula has been fine-tuned to give better adhesion, greater
grip, easier manipulation with no loss of weight and, most importantly, no
increase in price.
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Ive used the bait sprays from mainline now for over a year now and they do give you
that little edge, they have been developed to bring that instant boost of attraction
and bring aincreased level of flovour by spraying your hookbaits pelletts and any
other bait you are useing.
Utilising the exclusive and proven list of flavour blends, sweeteners and liquid
attractors used within the Hi-Visual pop-up range mainline have been able to create
a range of Bait Sprays to enhance your hookbait presentation. The choice of flavour
labels match our popular range of Hi-Visual popups perfectly, but are suitable for any bait where an
instant boost of attraction is desired.plus the added
bonus of it being PVA friendly and is avaible in 50ml
bottles at £4.99 the flavours avaible are
Pineapple Juice
Fruit-Tella
Tutti Frutti
Milky Toffee
Toasted Almond
Chocolate Orange Fizz
Shellfish Black Pepper

Gary Lowe
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The 13.9 PRO Edition Stainless Banksticks are made from high
grade, British-made stainless steel. They are perfect for creating
a solid, reliable set-up and have been designed in conjunction
with our complimentary range of 13.9 PRO edition accessories.
The Power Bore Banksticks have been manufactured with a
precision-turned point to make it a swift process of pushing your
bankstick into hard grounds such as gravel. The Banksticks
have been constructed from our own 14.0mm tube and are
manufactured in the UK to ISO 9001 standards. Our adjustable
mechanism has been redesigned to ensure we have a flawless
method of adjusting the height of the Banksticks with ease.
Simply turn the collar left to loosen the mechanism and right to
tighten the mechanism.
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These Taska Precision made
high quality Stainless Butt
rest are a must. Suitable for
Duplon & Cork butt sections,
manufactured with a non-slip
lining which ensures your
rod is firmly located . Comes
complete with a compression
washer for perfect alignment
on buzz bars. They complement the Taska stainless range or
existing setup.
Non Slip Liner, Compression Washer, Precision engineered

The Stainless Snag Ear PRO has been manufactured using the highestgrade stainless possible, with the addition of red ‘O’ Ring’s on all of
the locking collar’s. The ears can be simply attached and detached by
unscrewing them at the base, as well as altering their position on the
bottom plate to suit different diameters of rods to ensure a snug fit. We
have also incorporated four slots in the top of the snag ear, which an
isotope can be placed into by simply unscrewing the top cap of each of
the ears.

Gary Lowe
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These UK, precision-made 3 rod Adjustable Snag Bars are perfect for anglers that
use up to 3 rods at any one time. Made from our own 14.0mm stainless tube in the
UK, you can be sure that these Snag Bars are going to stand the test of time. Our
Adjustable mechanism has been redesigned to ensure that the insert from the Snag
Bar can only be extended to a certain length, and therefore cannot be completely
removed Also supplied is a red compression washer on each of the threads, to
ensure that you can have a tight and stable set up when connecting banksticks. The
internal thread system is able to accept all types of modern bite alarms, and once
everything is fitted you can be sure you have a strong, smart and reliable set that is
built to last
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Taska Wazzup are artificial Foam
peaces that are ideal for completing
the perfect Zig Rig. They are
made from an high-density foam,
perfect for taking on flavours or for
dipping in fish oil to give off further
attraction, they are dense enough to
hold the heaviest of hooks. Available
in sizes from 10mm up to 20mm.
and in a mix of colours and shapes
The can also be used to create the
perfect Snowman setup ,these are a
good alternative to bait if your lake is
over run with crayfish as they can not
eat these ,ive used these as a single
hookbait cast to showing fish when
that the only bait abnd flavour signal
you want out in the lake
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Mark Galli
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Ridge Monkey ‘Square Kettle’ Review by Mark Carper
To be defined and described as a ‘Kettle’ the device must satisfy four
basic requirements...
Firstly, it must be a Container or Device, secondly, it needs to have a Lid,
thirdly, a Spout and finally it needs to have a Handle.
The word ‘Kettle’ can also describe a bowl or saucer shaped container in
which operations are carried out on metals or other substances with a low
melting point.
But for this review, the first description of a ‘Kettle’ fits nicely…However,
please do not confuse this with the British Police term ‘Kettle’, which
refers to a ‘Small area in which demonstrators or protesters are confined
to, when seeking to maintain order’.
The RM ‘Square Kettle’ is certainly a “different kettle of fish” …!!!
When it was publicised by Ridge Monkey, it provoked many varying
comments from the very positive to the extremely negative and everything
in between. People were even criticised for spending money on it,
ridiculed even…how can anyone criticise a person for spending their own
money...??
One thing was for certain though, me being me, I had to have one…I
already have the much maligned and ridiculed RM ‘Quad Connect Stove’
or “QCS” if you’re in the owners’ club and to be fair, I credit myself with
‘common sense’ and the ability to operate a Gas Stove of this type
without fear of setting myself and everything close to me on fire, so no
concerns about ownership.
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My pre-order was in without delay and three weeks later my new ‘Square
Kettle’ was delivered. Packaged in a quality box that has become a
symbol of RM products, I was eager to take my first ‘in the flesh’ look
(yes, I used the word eager). Once opened and lifted from the packaging,
I was immediately impressed...! Not with the kettle, but the fact it had a
nice little soft pouch to place it in…touch...!!
Then it struck me, the sheer elegance and quality of the masterpiece that
stood before me....it couldn’t have been more impressive if it had been
made of Gold and encrusted with Diamonds.
“Elegance.?” I hear you cry, “Impressive...?”, I hear your mutters. “Have
you lost the plot…?” I hear you shout…. “Come on, it is a Kettle” (we
know that, as it has all the correct components as previously mentioned)
and yes, you are right it is “just a Kettle” but no ordinary kettle….not only
is it not round, it has ‘two’ handles, count them, not one but two damn
handles...!!
Take a minute and think about that, you could use ‘two-hands’ to pour the
boiling water, you can share the experience with a less fortunate angling
companion by letting them hold one handle as you pour together and you
can get someone to help carry the Kettle to the Stove once you have filled
it…so not a gimmick at all...!!!
But then, as if hit by lightning, I was stopped in my tracks and sheer panic
set in….
Had I made the biggest error of judgement in my 35 years as an angler...?
Had I left myself wide open to be ridiculed and verbally abused by people
that didn’t even know me (Welcome to Social Media) …?
Would I be the “laughing stock” on the Bank and would my Syndicate
even let me on to fish…?

Mark Galli
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In that very moment, as I admired my £27.99 purchase of the latest
product from Ridge Monkey, my 1.1 Litre ‘Square Kettle’, it hit me and I
was devastated…was this thing actually ‘square’…????
It must be, they called it the Square Kettle, everyone refers to it as THE
Square Kettle…but had I been duped, had I been carried along on the
wave of extreme kettleism and was I about to pay a heavy price once I
hit the bank with it…dare I use it in view of others……I had to ask myself
some very un-nerving and soul-searching questions….
“What is a square…?”
Well, a square is a special kind of rectangle, it is one where all the sides
have the same length. Thus, every square is a rectangle because it is a
quadrilateral with all four angles being right angles. However, not every
rectangle is a square, to be a square, its sides must have the same
length…Check, the sides were the same length….
Square vs Cube…
The basic difference between a cube and a square is, a cube is a 3D
figure (having 3 dimensions) i.e. length, breadth and height while a
square has only 2 dimensions i.e. length and breadth. The 2-dimensional
(2D) shape (like a circle, square, triangle, etc.) that a cube is made of is
squares….
So, as this RM Square Kettle is clearly a Three-Dimensional Shape,
surely it must be a ‘Cube’…the ‘Cube Kettle’…Yes…or maybe, just
maybe, it is a Cuboid….??
As all of its angles are right angles. It can also be called a Cuboid. A
cube and a square prism are both special types of a rectangular prism.
... Square prisms are rectangular prisms where any two of the three
dimensions have the same measurement…. this is madness. How can I
show my face on a bank ever again...?!!
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But then, in my moment of blind panic, I saw the light. I realised that my
sanity and reputation could once again be intact and I could look those
‘Round Kettle’ owners ‘square’ in the eyes and announce that what I
actually had was a “Squircle”...! That’s right, a ‘Squircle Kettle’…. not a
plain old Square Kettle but something much more sophisticated in design
and looks and something that the original name had simply played down.
Was the original and simple description given to this magnificent item
by the people at Ridge Monkey by way to ease this piece of initially
unacceptable bank equipment in to our lives. By understating what it
actually was and taking the onslaught about design and cost, had they
actually managed to present ‘under the radar’ a truly memorable product
with a brilliant piece of marketing and deception...??!!!!
So, what is a Squircle….?????
A squircle is a mathematical shape intermediate between a square and
a circle. It is a special case of a superellipse. The word “squircle” is a
portmanteau of the words “square” and “circle”.

Squircle centered on the origin (a=0=b) with minor radius r=1:
Taken from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Mark Galli
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Finally, like a runaway locomotive, it hit me…. what I had taken
ownership of was the Ridge Monkey, “Squircle Cuboid Kettle” or the
SQUIRCOIDETTLE.
I like to call it, the “SCK” and it complements perfectly my “QCS”…!!!!!
So, there you have it, my full review of the inappropriately and somewhat
boringly named ‘Square Kettle’ from Ridge Monkey.
I suppose I should add that it is well made, looks good, holds water well
and allows it to heat up, fits on the QCS very well indeed and if you sit
it on a ‘lit’ stove, it will boil the water you have placed in it. For those of
you that have read this far and want to know the how long it takes to boil
water, you could always buy one and find out..!!
It also tucks up nicely in my bag, due to the shape and, it is quite happy to
have round tea-bags inserted. The handles do give it a comfortable and
stable feel, however, regardless of this, I do not plan on holding it for any
longer than is necessary…!!
RM have said that the ‘shape’ lends itself to be more efficient in terms
of fuel usage but what would I know about that, after all, I am just a
Carp Angler. However, a recent ‘test’ by another reviewer, showed it did
actually boil ever so slightly faster…!!!
Two sizes are available, 0.5Litre and 1.1Litre. The difference between
the two is the size and the cost. One is retailed at £22.99 and the other at
£27.99…I will leave you to work out which is which...!
Note: The same product has been referred to as a ‘Squettle’…but it’s not
quite accurate and, I think mine is a better name…!!!!
Mark Carper
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Featuring Brooms Cross Fishery
Wyreside Fishery
Pallatrax
Carl Pearson
Adi Blantford
Castaway PVA

Mid Double
mirror for
Shaun
Mccracken
from Upper Alt
lake

Shaun
Mccracken
with Deebo at
33lb 2oz on a
zig rig
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Connor Hatton has found
himself a quiet little
water… and he is having
a great time… good
effort and great angling
Connor.
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Dan Scranage has been spending the colder months out on one of his local
venues, Hillside Fishery just outside Burnley, Lancs, and showing that with
a little thought and perseverance its possible to catch all year round.
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Daniel Healey fished B1 this weekend on the Linear fisheries complex.
The lake fished hard with variable weather. So, I was made up when
this, 28lb mirror slipped up. As always Madbaits crumbed and chopped
pandemic and wicked whites mixed with corn and rock salt, spodded tight
at 110 yards behind a gravel spot with a trimmed down pear drop popup
over the top on a short multirig.
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Team Pallatrax member George Spencer is also out and about and
fully armed with the Stonze, a Steamlink hooklink and Gripz hook he
mounted a jungle bait, and covered it in matching jungle glug and
maggot powder.
Well done George... Great bit of angling on what looks like a chilly
morning
Started off by pre baiting as I always do every day with a small handful
of chick peas corn and particles I have been able to keep the fish on one
location after finding them a few weeks ago. I got down the swim a little
early and put a couple of handfuls in and cast my rigs on the spot. I left
my rods in with my brother to keep an eye on my stuff and returned an
hour later after work.. I recast the rods as I was sorting the other rod out
the rod tip bent on the left hand rod and I was away.. felt very strange
though tightened up on to the fish but was snagged so I kept the pressure
applied and it broke free. Got the fish to the net as I peered over the
net to see what was in there I was shocked to find another person’s rig
hanging out the mouth in the bottom left hand side and in the right hand
side of his mouth was my rig…… I was very concerned for the fishes
safety but it was safe now so I took both Hooks out calmed him down and
places some antiseptic mouth spray… and got some picture and return
back to the water… I had the same fish out in November at 19.2oz… to
my surprise being winter it was 18lb 4oz so must have been strung up
trailing that rig.
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Steven Kitcher
22.04lb

Steven Kitcher
31.14lb
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Steven Kitcher
30lb

Steven Kitcher
34.14lb
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This months advertisers Pages 66 - 69 ACA - Anglers Charity Auctions
Page 73 - Carping MAD 3
Pages 46 - 47 - Castaway PVA
Page 25 - Distance Keeper
Page 59, 160 - 161 - Elite Tackle
Page 101 - Finygo
Page 6 - Galaxy Baits
Page 95 - Hazy’s Tackle
Page 18 - Hooked On Baits
Page 133 - Kudos
Page 140 - Kryston
Pages 2, 88 & 172 - Mainline Baits
Page 34 - Northern angling Show
Page - 5, 112 - 113 - Pallatrax
Pages 144 - 145 - Taska
Page 78 - 79 - The Little Egret Press
Page 165 - Wyreside Lakes

Thankyou for reading and as always
your continued support
Please send your articles and catch reports
by the 28th February 2018 for next months
magazine
brian.dixon@talking carp.co.uk
buggy@talkingcarp.co.uk
talkingcarpinfo@gmail.com

The Carp magazine
for Carp anglers written by
YOU !!!!!!!
‘The Talking Carp Team’
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